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The areas covered by Coastal West Sussex (CWS) are tourism destinations with a positive future. They  
hold assets that tourists believe to be great and there is a rich variety of events, festivals, attractions  
and experiences that are highly valued by visitors from around the UK and overseas.

However they could and should do better. Their rich natural and cultural assets and their proximity  
to London and the South East, mean there is potential for tourism to grow further, contributing more  
jobs and greater economic impact to the Coastal West Sussex area.

Local partners should aim for tourism growth in the Coastal West Sussex area to exceed that expected  
in the UK over the next four years. This should be done by generating new demand and creating year-
round visitor flows, reducing the seasonal imbalance that currently restricts growth in the local visitor  
economy. A summary vision for the partnership could be ‘Driving more staying visitors to explore Coastal 
West Sussex throughout the year’.

This growth should be achieved through changes to the pattern of tourism that include:

• Converting day to staying visitors;
• Delivering higher yield business tourism;
• Achieving a better seasonal balance of business;
• Establishing events to plug seasonal gaps;
• Focusing on higher socio-economic groups from source markets; and
• Attracting more international visitors (day from London as well as staying).

Executive Summary
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The visitor economy is diverse and the markets it serves are equally 
heterogeneous, but the Coastal West Sussex area underperforms 
against many national measures. To change this, local partners 
should focus on the segments that derive the greatest value.  
There must be a clear narrative, a clear offer and a clear market  
focus. ‘Something for everyone’ can often mean that there is  
‘nothing for anyone’.

Coastal West Sussex should focus its energies on four  
distinct markets:

Families. Focusing on activities and attractions, events and  
accommodation which develops the value of the family market 
should be a priority. They are the bread and butter business for  
the area, dominant on the coast and amongst day visitors,  
and increasingly important to rural tourism.

Pre-Nesters (25-40). These are London-centric adventure seekers, 
often with high disposable incomes, who spend weekends away from 
the capital at all different times of year. To capture its share of this 
market, Coastal West Sussex must continue to develop its adventure 
and soft adventure products and capitalise on its coastal setting  
and the South Downs National Park.

Empty Nesters (55-70). This market segment often has both time 
and high disposable incomes, although they will seek out a good 
deal, demand a quality product and expect their experience to be 
first class. Even though they are largely a seasonal segment, they 
have a strong preference for rural areas, giving the South Downs  
National Park great appeal. 

Business Tourism. Business visitors account for a third of UK  
tourism by value, but they are often overlooked. Coastal West  
Sussex is close to London, the UK’s only global city; it hosts one  
of the world’s busiest airports and is within easy reach of some of 
the country’s busiest international seaports. It has a quality small 
hotel and venue offer and its complementarity with Brighton  
& Hove and East Sussex means that Coastal West Sussex could  
develop an approach to business tourism that extends beyond  
its administrative boundaries. Business Tourism growth ambitions 
are also far more likely to attract large private sector partners,  
including London Gatwick and major hotel and venues.

There is no one model for delivering tourism services effectively. 
However, there are common ingredients for success. These include: 
Focusing on a destination area that has resonance with visitors; 
active engagement of a strong and sizeable private sector; effective 
collaboration between public sector partners; a clarity of focus that 
makes best use of the resources that are available; and strong and 
clear leadership. 

The time is now right to find new ways of working.  However, this 
should be based on collaborating on a series of flagship projects 
and joint initiatives, rather than by attempting to agree new  
formalised structures that cut across administrative boundaries.  
This focus on activity will help to engage the support of the private 
sector and may, subsequently, provide the foundations for a new 
model of delivery to emerge. This approach should help to build 
cohesion and foster collaboration in ways that do not threaten  
local identities.

Nonetheless even a loose partnership requires some formality to 
function effectively. In Section 6.1 there is a recommendation to  
establish a Coastal West Sussex Tourism Partnership. This section 
also recommends that resources are pooled into a Tourism  
Development Fund and highlights the potential for a separate  
Tourism Investment Fund to support the development of major  
sites for tourism purposes.

While reference is made throughout this document to Coastal West 
Sussex in recognition of the commissioning arrangements for this 
project, its recommendations could apply to a wider area that covers 
the entirety of West Sussex. However potential partners across this 
wider area have not, as yet, been engaged in this work.

Developing a clear market focus Finding new ways of working
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This study has identified six actions that partners can take forward 
to help deliver tourism growth in Coastal West Sussex.  

1: Developing ‘Underground Sussex’
Underground Sussex is a promotional concept for Coastal West  
Sussex that has been developed as part of this study. It is based  
on thematic trails that highlight local attractions and activities, 
modelled visually on the London Underground map concept. It can 
be used to highlight the destination’s strengths; it has visual appeal 
to visitors; it is new and easy to understand; it can engage local 
tourism businesses; it can flex to include new areas, partners and 
themes; it is inclusive; and it has significant future flexibility.

2: Improving visitor intelligence and insights
There is a lack visitor Intelligence and insight locally. Partners do  
no appear to have a good understanding of visitor motivations,  
experiences and perceptions. This makes it difficult to support  
the development of new products or to refine tourism services  
to meet fully visitor expectations. A collaborative and shared  
project to change this would deliver benefits for all of the  
constituent authorities.

3. Strengthening brand awareness
New tools need to be developed to enable the many hundreds of 
Coastal West Sussex tourism businesses to deliver consistent, high 
quality marketing messages about the local area. Underground 
Sussex may help with this, but it is insufficient on its own. Partners 
should develop simple templates and tools that can be used widely 
to amplify the messages that partners might wish to deliver to its 
target markets.

4. Developing new tourism products 
The quality of the visitor accommodation, particularly at the higher 
end of the market, needs to be improved in many parts of Coastal 
West Sussex in order to meet the expectations of the target  
markets. The coast and the South Downs National Park also  
provide opportunities to develop tourism products based on ‘the 
great outdoors’, including walking, cycling, horse-riding, watersports 
and golf. Gastro-tourism should be prioritised too, given the local 
area’s reputation as one of the UK’s outstanding food and drink  
producers. Developing these products are all ways in which the 
quality, yield and seasonal balance of tourism demand can be 
changed to the benefit of the local economy.

5. Assessing major sites for their tourism potential 
Coastal West Sussex still has a number of major sites that have  
the potential to make a major contribution to the visitor economy 
and become ‘exemplars’ for regional tourism development. These 
include Shoreham Cement Works, Teville Gate, Regis Centre and  
Littlehampton West Bank. These and other sites need to be  
identified and assessed for their potential to contribute to the  
county’s visit economy and opportunities for a Tourism Investment 
Fund for the area should be explored alongside external  
funding opportunities.

6. Business tourism
The current approach to developing the existing business tourism 
product needs to be better co-ordinated. This probably needs to 
be done on a wider spatial level that includes Gatwick Airport and 
Brighton & Hove, and which has London as its primary focus.  
Partners can work collaboratively to develop tools to achieve  
enquiries for and deliver business events and conferences locally.  

The success of these new approaches will be determined by the 
extent to which they contribute to an uplift in the value of the  
visitor economy and the level of employment that the sector  
supports. Given this, Coastal West Sussex should aim to achieve  
the following targets: 

• Increase total visitor spend annually by at least 5% in real  
 terms until 2018;

• Reduce accommodation occupancy fluctuations to less than  
 10% over the course of a year;

• Increase the share of visits that are overnight stays from  
 11% in 2013 to 13% by 2018;

• Increase the average daily spend of overnight and day visitors  
 by at least 5% per year in real terms until 2018; and

• Increase the number of Full-Time Equivalent jobs in Coastal  
 West Sussex that are supported by the visitor economy by  
 an average of 500 per year by 2018.

Taking collaborative actions Measuring success
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background 

In October 2014, the Coastal West Sussex Area Partnership 
commissioned Venuesadvisor Ltd to lead a study to identify 
the challenges and opportunities for growing the Coastal 
West Sussex visitor economy.

Specifically, the study sought to identify:
• New Market Opportunities
• New Product Development Opportunities and 
• New Organisational Opportunities, in which the public  
 and private sectors could better collaborate to improve  
 how tourism is co-ordinated and promoted.

It builds upon the work of the West Sussex Independent 
Economic Commission, which made eleven  
recommendations to enable West Sussex County Council 
and its partners to improve the performance of the West 
Sussex economy. This included Recommendation 4:  
‘West Sussex County Council should lead on and support 
an improved visitor economy offer for West Sussex’.

In addition, it supports West Sussex County Council’s  
approach to supporting sustainable economic growth 
across the county, which involves focusing on key sectors  
of the economy and promoting the county as a great  
place to live, work and visit.

The intention was for the project to ‘think big’ in terms  
of opportunities and ideas and this is reflected within this 
report.   The conclusions and recommendations provide 
realistic steps towards a wider ambition for Coastal West 
Sussex and the findings provide stepping stones to  
achieve these ambitions.

This report contains some specific and costed options  
and actions that, if developed, would make a substantial 
difference to the economic performance of the visitor  
economy in Coastal West Sussex.

1.2 Project management

A steering group chaired by Scott Marshall, Director  
for the Economy at Adur & Worthing Councils, oversaw  
the successful delivery of the project. It included  
representatives from the Coastal West Sussex Partnership, 
West Sussex County Council, Adur and Worthing Council, 
Arun District Council and Chichester District Council.

An interim presentation and facilitated discussion on  
the emerging findings was given to the Steering Group  
at the end of November 2014 and there were further  
opportunities to provide comment and feedback on the 
final draft report. Steering group members have also  
participated in other meetings, discussions and  
consultations throughout the project.

1.3 Methodology and approach

The project involved a mixed method approach, focusing on 
individual interviews, presentations, facilitated discussions, 
data analysis and desk research.  

In total, representatives from 23 organisations were  
approached to participate in the study. These included 
officers from each of the local authorities; representatives 
from Visit England, Tourism South East, Visit Chichester 

and the South Downs National Park Authority; and  
business representative organisations, including the  
Sussex Food and Drink Network, Chichester City Centre 
Partnership and the Mid Sussex Hoteliers. In addition,  
major local tourism businesses including Butlins,  
Nyetimber, Worthing Pier, Goodwood Estate, Chichester 
Festival Theatre, Bunn Leisure, Fontwell and Harbour  
Park were also approached to participate. 

A presentation on the interim findings was made to  
the Coastal West Sussex Partnership Board on the  
18th December 2014 and there was a facilitated workshop 
with 100 senior managers at Adur and Worthing Councils.
The project also benefited from recent and related work 
undertaken in Adur and Worthing in which further local 
partners were consulted. These included: Worthing Town 
Centre Initiative, Chatsworth Hotel, Proto Restaurant 
Group, Worthing Theatres and Worthing Chamber  
of Commerce.

Desk research formed a substantial part of the study.  
This included reviewing tourism economic impact studies, 
visitor profile studies and surveys, hotel futures studies  
and thematic visitor reports on rural and coastal tourism 
undertaken on behalf of VisitEngland. In addition, the 
project was informed by tourism and cultural strategies 
that have previously been developed to shape the delivery 
of tourism services locally. 

Four other destinations were reviewed to identify examples 
of best practice that could be used inform local approaches 
to tourism. The reviewed destinations were: Shakespeare’s 
England (Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwick District), VisitKent, 
VisitNorfolk and VisitCornwall.
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A full list of organisations that were invited to contribute 
to the study is shown in Annex I, a list of documents that 
were reviewed is shown in Annex II and the four Case  
Studies are shown in Annex IV

1.4    Report structure

The remainder of this report has the following sections:

Section 2 sets out the national and regional context for 
the study, focusing on tourism visitor trends, how tourism 
services are organised and factors that influence national 
tourism product development

Section 3 sets out the baseline position for Coastal West 
Sussex, in terms of visitor volumes, local strengths and 
weaknesses and how local tourism services are organised 
and delivered.

Section 4 explores opportunities for tourism growth  
in terms of market opportunities, product development  
and organisational structure.  

Section 5 contains a series of specific action plans to  
take forward activities and which includes a clear concept 
for joint promotion

Section 6 provides a plan that sets out options for  
governance arrangements and structures, likely resource 
requirements and potential sourcing of funding.
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2. National and regional context

2.1 Visitor trends 

Tourism is worth £83bn to England’s economy and  
supports 1.4m jobs. Once supply chain and induced spend 
is taken into account this grows to £106bn and 2.6m jobs1, 
demonstrating its importance to the national economy.  
The 209,000 businesses in the sector include  
accommodation, food & drink, transport, travel agencies 
and cultural activities companies.  

Tourism visits can broadly be divided into overnight trips 
and day trips, with overnight trips being sub-divided into 
visits by overseas and domestic visitors. The table below 
shows the volume and expenditure by different types  
of trips in England. 

The largest volume and greatest visitor expenditure is 
accounted for by the 1.4 billion domestic day trips, which 
contributed around £46bn in 2013. Domestic visitors also 
account for most overnight trips: Nearly four-fifths (78%) 
of the 131m overnight trips in 2013 were undertaken  
by domestic visitors. However, overseas visitors spend  
more and stay longer than domestic visitors, whilst  
staying visitors spend more per day (£72.18) than day 
visitors (£32,86).

Domestic overnight visitors can be divided into three  
broad categories, based on the purpose of their visit.  
These are: Holidays, Visits to Friends and Relatives (VFR) 
and Business Visits. Holidays, can be further sub-divided 
into Short Breaks (1-3 nights), Medium Duration Breaks 
(4-7 nights) and Longer Duration Breaks (8+ nights).  

There is clear evidence that different types of visit yield 
different levels of expenditure. Figure 2 below shows  
the share of visits and the share of spend by different  
category of visitor. 

Visits to Friends and Relatives account for more than  
a third (38%) of all visits, but contribute just 22% of  
all domestic tourism expenditure. By contrast medium  
and long duration holidays and business visits account  
for a larger proportion of expenditure than visits.  

In most English regions, the proportion of domestic  
overnight visitors broadly reflects the proportion of  
overnight visitor spend. There are some exceptions to  
this, however. In the South West, the share of spend (23%) 
exceeds the share of visits (19%). However, in London  
and the South East the reverse is the case, although both 
have high volumes of domestic staying visitors and spend,  
compared with most other English regions.   
 

Figure 1: Volumes and Expenditure of Overseas and Domestic Visitors to England (2013)
 

 Total  Nights Average No of Nights Spend Spend per Trip Spend Per Night

    Million    

Overnight Trips 131 514 3.9 £37,100 £283.21 £72.18

Overseas 29 217 7.5 £18,400 £634.48 £84.79

Domestic 102 297 2.9 £18,700 £183.33 £62.96

  

  Days      Spend per Day

    Million    

Day Trips   1400  £46,000   £32.86

Source: Visit England 2013

Figure 2: Distribution of Domestic Overnight Visitors 
and Spend to England by Reason for Visit (2013)

1 VisitEngland Tourism Factsheet 2013
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There are also different visitor patterns for urban, rural  
and coastal areas. Specific studies by VisitEngland show 
that coastal trips mainly take place between July and  
September, but that the countryside tourism season is 
more likely to start earlier. The South West (40%) is the 
primary location for visitors to the coast, and families with 
children are a key market for coastal tourism. Rural visitors 
are more likely to be from higher socio-economic groups 
and for both rural and coastal destinations around a third 
of staying visitors and more than two-thirds of day visitors 
are drawn from within the same region.
 
Overall the last 8-10 years tourism in England has largely 
been stagnant, in terms of the number of visits, bednights 
and tourism expenditure.  The figures below show the 
trends in visits, bednights and visitor expenditure by both 
overseas and domestic staying visitors, based on volumes 
and expenditure in 2006.2

The figures show slightly different patterns between  
overseas visitor trends and domestic visitor trends. Both 
markets were clearly affected by the 2008/09 global 
recession. However, recovery appears to be weaker in the 
domestic tourism market than in the overseas market, 
particularly in terms of visits and expenditure. It is probably 
too early to view this recovery in the overseas market as  
a trend and despite some evidence of a recovery in the  
domestic tourism market between 2010 and 2011, this 
does not appear to have been maintained. 

Tourism continues to be affected by changing consumer 
behaviours and new products. Many businesses have  
struggled to adapt quickly enough to the challenge of 
emerging destinations in Europe and further afield, the 
growth in low cost travel and the shortening of lead times.  

2   Note: Expenditure is real terms expenditure, taking 
account of CPI inflation from HM Treasury Pocket  
Databank 2014

Figure 3 (i) Overseas Visits, Bednights & Spend Index (2006 = 100)

Figure 4 (ii) Domestic Visits, Bednights & Spend Index (2006 = 100)
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The main future trends for domestic tourism that were 
identified by VisitEngland in their 2013 report can be 
divided into three broad categories:

Demographic Changes, including: The role of  
grandparents in childcare, non-linear and untraditional 
family types; and an ageing population, with different 
social attitudes to previous generations

Behavioural Changes, including: Bargain hunting;  
a desire for value; last minute booking; the importance  
of personal recommendation; the pursuit of leisure;  
demand for bespoke experiences; and greater interest  
in active, health conscious and rural tourism 

Technological Changes, including use of mobile devices, 
social media, digital downtime 

Many of the above trends also hold true for overseas  
visitors, and the key draws for those overseas visitors  
continues to be the opportunity to experience British  
culture and heritage.

2.2 The organisation and delivery  
of tourism in the UK

For much of the last century, the development,  
management and marketing of tourism in England has 
involved government at national, regional and local levels.  
The 1969 Development of Tourism Act established the  
National Tourism Boards and government continues to 
fund these for Britain, England, Scotland, Wales and  
Northern Ireland.

The Department for Culture Media and Sport funds  
VisitBritain to promote Britain internationally, whilst  
the national boards for England, Scotland, Wales and 
Northern Ireland promote their respective countries  
both internationally and domestically.

This mixed arrangement, which results in a shared  
responsibility for overseas marketing between VisitBritain 
and the other national boards, has increased as powers 
have been devolved to national governments  
and assemblies. 

VisitEngland’s role is to provide leadership for the industry 
and to grow the sector’s value to the economy and the 
community. It intends to increase the value of the nation’s 
tourism by 5% per annum over the next ten years,  
providing around 250,000 new jobs. The Cabinet Office 
started a Triennial Review of VisitBritain and VisitEngland 
in July 2014. This was due to report in Autumn 2014,  
but this has yet to happen.

Over the past five years, there have been major changes  
in the way that tourism is supported at regional level. Until 
2010, Regional Development Agencies (RDAs) provided 
direct funding to a network of Regional Tourist Boards 
around England. Since the abolition of the RDAs many 
regional boards have ceased to exist or have withered as 
funding has been scaled back. In the South East region, 
Tourism South East continues to exist, funded by a mixture 
of commercial and trading income, private sector support 
and continued funding from local authorities.

Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) now have responsibility 
for sub-national strategic economic development. Most 
LEPs have reflected the importance of Tourism within their 
Strategic Economic Plans. As yet, there are few examples of 
LEPs that support destination marketing activity (Liverpool 
is an exception). However, there are examples of specific 
interventions to support tourism development, including 
within the Coast to Capital LEP area.

At local level the arrangements for Tourism have also 
changed over the last decade. The remaining structures  
are determined by a combination of factors that include: 
Local Authority continued investment/disinvestment; 
development of Destination Management Organisations 
(DMO) around recognised destination areas such as in 

Manchester; changing levels of private sector engagement 
and support; and transitional arrangements from former 
regional tourist boards or RDAs.

In locations such as Yorkshire, significant transition  
funding from the former RDA has allowed the DMO,  
Welcome to Yorkshire, to continue to operate much as  
it did before. This has enabled it to invest in events like  
the Tour De France. However, the extent to which this  
type of activity and level of funding is sustainable is yet  
to be determined. Cornwall County Council, the main 
funder of Tourism services in Cornwall, has announced  
that it will cease funding VisitCornwall from April 2015, 
making its future extremely uncertain.

Historically, most local authorities have provided the  
staff and organisation to support Tourism Services. This 
continues to be the case in places like Brighton and  
Winchester, where the functions remain within the local  
authority; and in Bournemouth and Liverpool, where  
they are a wholly owned subsidiary of the Council.  

However, the challenging financial position of local  
authorities has resulted in a push to develop arms-length 
Destination Management Organisations (DMOs), resulting 
in governance, organisation and investment being  
transferred to the private sector. There are examples of 
where this has worked well, including Visit Isle of Wight, 
Visit Durham, Visit Bath and Visit Bristol. However, private 
sector led DMOs have not always been successful. The 
reasons for this tend to be threefold:

• Having got the responsibility arms-length, local  
 authorities have chosen to divest entirely of the  
 responsibility. This is similar to what is happening  
 in Cornwall.

• Co-ordinating different authorities across a sensible  
 destination area is challenging. This is what led to  
 the initial closure and re-birth of the DMO in  
 Stratford-upon-Avon and conversely why Marketing  

 Manchester is so effective at bringing together  
 10 different authorities.

• The private sector fails to engage sufficiently or local  
 authorities fail to let go. This often results in  
 maintaining too many functions and objectives with  
 diminishing funding, resulting in a vicious cycle of  
 decline. The demise of Marketing Blackpool reflects  
 some of these issues.

Even where Tourism Services have been largely transferred 
to the private sector, local authorities typically provide 
50%-75% of the income.  

The best structure and organisation for delivering Tourism 
Services is that which best reflects local circumstances. 
However, there are criteria, which seem to be key to  
success and which the comparators we looked at (Annex 
IV) share. These include:  

• A DMO that reflects a sensible destination area
• A private sector of sufficient scale, with enough  
 ‘big players’ that are prepared to invest
• Local authorities that can work together and  
 provide sustained funding over the medium term
• A DMO that is focused and not trying to do too  
 much with the available resource
• A DMO that can deliver strong leadership.

Tourism is not really an ‘Industry’, as such. Rather, it  
is a dispersed and fragmented economic activity that  
impacts on local residents and communities, as well  
as businesses. Its scale makes a positive and diverse impact 
on local economies, but it is an activity that often lacks 
strategic focus and joined up delivery. It was this ‘market 
failure’ that led to the Development of Tourism Act (1969) 
and which remains the principal argument for continued 
local authority support.
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2.3 Tourism product development  
in the UK

There has been substantial investment in the overall  
tourism product experience in the UK during the last  
decade. There has been major investment in transport 
infrastructure, cities have been regenerated and sport  
has grown in popularity. There are new major attractions, 
better visitor accommodation, internationally acclaimed 
cultural events and festivals, and state of the art  
conference centres for business visitors. All these  
improvements have made a substantial difference to  
the UK visitor economy.  

Air Networks and Access

The UK remains a major global aviation hub, providing 
particular benefits to London and the South East of  
England. The scale of the global route network makes  
it easy and affordable for many overseas visitors to reach 
Britain. It does, however, also make it relatively cheap  
and easy for domestic visitors to travel overseas.

Many overseas visitors view the rail network positively, 
despite it being a source of frustration for many domestic 
travellers. Capacity constraints and the age of the  
infrastructure provide the network with challenges,  
but it is still relatively easy for visitors to travel around  
the UK using public transport.

Cities

Regeneration of urban areas throughout the UK has seen 
many cities emerge as destinations in their own right. In 
less than two decades, destinations that would not have 
previously held the interest of domestic or overseas visitors 
have grown in popularity for leisure and short breaks and 
for business tourism. This trend has particularly helped  

the former industrial urban areas in the midlands and 
north of England, which now provide further competition 
for short break destinations.

Sport

National and regional destinations have recognised the 
impact of hosting sport activities as a key element of  
their destination marketing and development. Sport is 
acknowledged as the tourism industry’s fastest growing 
subsector and ranges from mega events, such as the Rugby 
World Cup, to small scale, locally hosted events. As well  
as the London Olympics and the Commonwealth Games,  
a whole host of other major events to spectate, to  
participate in and to experience, have emerged and  
grown in popularity over recent years.

Sport provides reasons to visit new places, often at times 
when destinations may otherwise be quiet, helping to 
diversify the offer. Innovation in the development of sports 
events and the quality of the stadia and facilities that host 
them, has helped the country develop a reputation as  
a major event destination.

Attractions and Millennium Funding

According to Visit England the attractions sector reported 
strong growth in 2013/14. The Eden Project, Spinnaker, 
London Eye, O2, Warner Bros Studios and dozens of other 
world-class attractions have emerged alongside the many 
thousands that already exist. Heritage, Contemporary  
Culture, Art and Museums have all benefitted from  
these developments.

The introduction of free entry at many major public  
attractions has helped make the UK appear a good value 
destination for visitors, while the quality of paid-for  
attractions is among the best in the world, spanning  
every major interest or visitor segment.

Outside London, there is limited private sector investment 
in new attractions in the UK. Perhaps the notable  
exception is the planned £46.2m Brighton i360, located  
on West Sussex’s doorstep. Although this has secured  
some private sector investment, the majority of funding  
is accounted for by a £36m loan from the Public Works 
Loans Board.

There has also been a growth in extreme sports attractions, 
specifically aerial adventure experiences such as Go-Ape 
and Closer to the Edge.

Accommodation

Britain has now, undoubtedly, shaken off its ‘Fawlty Towers’ 
reputation. Market dynamics and user generated content 
on social networking sites have largely eroded poor quality 
serviced and non-serviced accommodation in the UK.

The UK hotel sector is now dominated by a small number 
of companies.3 However, the quality, variety and price of 
branded hotel products have reduced the understanding 
of the old ‘Star’ ratings for accommodation. This has been 
replaced by an assurance of quality regardless of price or 
facilities. Premier Inn recently coming second to Sofitel in 
an index of ‘best hotel chains’ is an illustration of this. 

Budget hotels make up some 31% of the supply of  
branded hotels and there continues to be significant 
growth in this sector. For example, Travelodge plan to 
increase their estate to over 50,000 rooms and Premier  
Inn is planning to develop 20,000 new rooms by 2018.

Boutique hotels are continuing to emerge as a growth 
product and they are able to command premium rates.  
New openings are likely to be focused in primary and  
secondary cities. However, there are some examples of 
hotel investment in smaller coastal towns, the majority  
of which is driven by local investors / entrepreneurs. 

Culture and Festivals

The Olympics, Diamond Jubilee and many other  
international celebrations have cemented the UKs  
reputation for delivering world-class events. But even  
at a local or regional level the range, variety and quality  
of events is a major driver for tourism and visits. That  
VisitBritain refers to ‘Birdman’ in promoting the  
eccentricity of the British is testament to the power  
of even the most local events to have resonance and  
relevance in distant markets.

The Festival of Speed, Goodwood Revival, Chichester  
Festival and the planned Worthing Weekender are  
examples of events that have a national and  
international profile.

Business Tourism

The UK has always been a world leader in hosting major 
business events and has invested substantially in major 
exhibition and conference facilities. In the last decade  
the number of UK destinations making this investment  
has grown significantly. Manchester, Glasgow, Edinburgh,  
Newcastle, Liverpool, Birmingham have all made, and 
continue to make, major investment in business tourism 
facilities. Investment in smaller venues and hotels has  
also bolstered the quality of the product, which serves  
this valuable tourism sector and this can be seen  
in towns and rural areas across the country.

3   In order of the number of rooms:  
Whitbread – 58,65; IHG – 36,609; Travelodge – 37,911; Accor – 25,998; Hilton – 22,253
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3. Coastal West Sussex – The Baseline Position

3.1 The visitor experience 

Coastal West Sussex covers the Districts/Boroughs  
of Adur, Arun, Chichester and Worthing. It is located  
between Brighton & Hove and Portsmouth, both of  
which host a large number of visitors, although often  
for different reasons.

Much of Coastal West Sussex is reasonably accessible  
by both road and rail from Gatwick Airport and London  
and it is also close to the major ports of Portsmouth and  
Southampton. Britain’s newest and largest National Park, 
the South Downs, stretches along its northern perimeter 
and its varied coastline attracts a wide range of visitors, 
including families and water sports enthusiasts.

Coastal West Sussex has considerable tourism assets,  
but it not a homogenous visitor destination. Chichester  
is, arguably, the jewel in the crown. Its 900 year-old  
cathedral, with its towering spire, houses a significant  
collection of 20th century art; it is the home of British 
Polo; hosts Glorious Goodwood, one of the most  
prestigious events in the UK horse-racing calendar; it has 
an outstanding Festival Theatre; a popular Marina; and  
a high quality natural environment that includes Selsey  
Bill and the Witterings on the coast and attractive stretches 
of the South Downs National Park. Along with Arun,  
Chichester is renowned for the quality of its soil and its  
extensive sunlight, both of which have enabled it to  
become one of the UK’s most important food  
producing areas.

Worthing is Coastal West Sussex’s most populous urban 
area. Like many UK seaside resorts, it has suffered  

economic decline in recent decades and its tourism product 
fails to adequately meet visitor requirements. It lacks  
quality hotels and its seafront and public realm are  
generally poor. New hotel developments are at the budget 
end of the market and there are few new entrants to the 
Bed and Breakfast market. Despite its faded glory, it has 
several performance venues and theatres and watersports 
have been identified as a potential growth opportunity. 
Worthing also hosts the well-known, and rather eccentric, 
annual International Birdman Competition, in which  
entrants attempt to fly their human-powered flying  
machines from the Pier. 

Littlehampton is developing a good reputation as a small, 
high quality resort that is attractive to families and walkers. 
The East Beach Café, the 300-seat Longest Bench, the  
marina and harbour have all improved Littlehampton’s 
image.  However, it still has a poor retail experience,  
it remains largely a day visitor destination and tourism  
activity is mainly limited to the peak season.

Bognor Regis is, perhaps, best known as the home of 
Butlins, but it is often viewed as insular and detached from 
the rest of the town. Although Bognor has quality beaches, 
regal connections and a host of local events (including the 
annual International Clowns Convention), the visitor offer 
remains underdeveloped.  

Arundel is recognised as an impressive heritage  
destination, with good quality attractions and as a gateway 
to the South Downs National Park. Festivals and events 
also take place in towns across Coastal West Sussex and 
there are hundreds of quintessentially English villages  
and hamlets dotted throughout the heavily wooded area.

Tourism is no longer just about places, however. There  
is an increasing emphasis on learning, active tourism  
and high quality local food and drink. Coastal West Sussex 
provides opportunities for each of these, through sailing, 
surfing, diving and other watersports activities on its coast; 
walking, cycling and horse-riding in the South Downs 
National Park; and sampling excellent local food and drink 
from its vineyards and internationally-recognised food  
producers. Local colleges run short residential and non- 
residential courses and visitors to Coastal West Sussex  
can learn artisan baking, butter and yoghurt making  
and other skills associated with the countryside. 

Domestic and overseas visitors 

Tourism is a vital part of the Coastal West Sussex economy, 
but there has not been a significant increase in visitor  
numbers or above trend visitor expenditure over the past 
five years. 2013 estimates suggest that visitors spend 
around £760m in the four districts/boroughs each year, 
supporting just over 14,000 FTE jobs. On this basis, around 
£55,000 of additional visitor expenditure would support 
one full-time equivalent job. 

More than three quarters (77%) of all tourism expenditure 
in Coastal West Sussex is spent in Chichester (46%) and 
Arun (31%). By contrast, Adur accounts for under 6%  
and Worthing around 18% of visitor spending. This pattern 
is also broadly reflected in tourism related employment   

Overnight visitors contribute nearly half (45%) of all 
spending locally. This pattern is reflected in all the  
Districts/Boroughs, except for Adur, where they account 
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Figure 5: Visitor Spend and Supported Jobs in Coastal West Sussex 2013 (£m) 

  Overnight (£m) Day (£m) Total (£m) FTE Jobs

Coastal West Sussex 345 413 758 14,200

Adur 13 31 44 800

Worthing 61 74 135 2,600

Arun 111 122 233 4,500

Chichester 160 186 346 6,300

        

West Sussex 573 665 1,238 20,400

Source: Visit England

Figure 6: Average Spend per Night/Day by Visitors to Coastal West Sussex) 

  Spend Per Night (£)   Spend per Day (£)

  All  Domestic Visitors Overseas Visitors  Day Visitors

Coastal West Sussex 58.31 55.92 65.98  30.54

Adur 38.45 34.77 44.80  33.12

Arun 62.11 61.35 64.99  32.70

Chichester 58.55 53.33 77.83  33.45

Worthing  57.80 59.38 54.31  22.50

West Sussex 62.82 60.68 68.81  30.98

Source: Visit England

for just 30% of expenditure. There were 1.7m overnight 
visitor trips to Coastal West Sussex in 2013, with visitors  
staying an average of 3.5 nights.  This is marginally higher 
than the length of stay by visitors to West Sussex, as a 
whole (3.3 nights). In addition, there were around 13.5m 
day visitors to the area. Arun and Chichester have a slightly 
lower share of the area’s day visitors (69%) than overnight 
staying visitors (77%).

The figure above shows the average spend per night  
by overseas and domestic staying visitors and the average 
spend per day by day visitors to Coastal West Sussex  
in 2013.

Overnight visitors spent an average of £58.31 per night.  
This is lower than the average for England and for West 
Sussex as a whole. On average, overseas visitors (£65.98) 
spent more per night than domestic visitors (£55.92).  
There are also differences within the Coastal West Sussex 
districts/boroughs. Overnight expenditure was highest in 
Arun (£62.11) and lowest in Adur (£38.45).  The highest 
spending tourists were overseas visitors to Chichester,  
who spent, on average £77.83 per night.

Average daily spend by day visitors (£30.54) is lower than 
the average for England (£32.86) and for West Sussex as a 
whole (£30.98).  It is particularly low in Worthing (£22.50).  

Purpose of visit

Five broad categories are used by VisitEngland to classify 
visitor types: 

• Business visitors
• Holiday/leisure visitors
• Education/study visitors
• People visiting friends and relatives (VFR)
• Other, including getting married, medical treatment,  
 taking of examination and around 30 other purposes.

Visiting friends and relatives (VFR) is an important  
category for Coastal West Sussex. This group accounted  
for nearly a third (31%) of overseas visits and 44% of 
overseas visitor nights to West Sussex in 2013. However, 
they tend to be low spend visitors, compared with other 
groups. Business visitors, on the other hand, tend to be 

high spenders, but they account for a low proportion of  
the county’s international visitors. Study visitors are also 
a low volume category. Although this group tends to have 
a low daily spend, they are long staying visitors, so their 
overall stay per visit is generally high.

Holiday/leisure tourists cover a wide range of visitors  
and tend to be the group that is the main focus of much  
of visitor economy related activity.  

Analysis of coastal, rural and urban areas’ visitor profiles 
suggests that different parts of Coastal West Sussex are 
likely to appeal to different demographic groups. However, 
families and older people appear to feature strongly.  
The South Downs National Park suggests that its visitors 
are largely older, white people aged 45+ years.  

Evidence from VisitEngland’s Coastal Tourism Study  
suggests that visitors to the coast often travel from within 
the same region and that coastal areas are popular holiday 
destinations for C2DE families with children. Extended 
families and an ageing population means that simply  
having a beach is seldom sufficient to attract a diverse 

range of visitors. These areas need to be able to offer 
places for people to explore and things for people to learn, 
as well as more traditional holiday activities. Visit England 
identifies three different types of coastal destination:

• The traditional coastal resort. These are often  
seen as tired and faded and are characterised by  
amusements arcades, piers and other traditional coastal 
holiday entertainment.  There is scope to develop these  
as ‘nostalgia tourism’ destinations, enabling visitors to  
relive their childhood experiences through a quality  
‘retro’ tourism offer.

• The English coastline. These include long stretches of 
coastline, linked to high quality local produce and seafood.

• Seaside towns. These provide a base from which  
visitors can explore local history and other attractions,  
but without the entertainment that is associated with  
the Traditional Seaside Resort.

Arguably, there are features of all of these within Coastal 
West Sussex. Bognor Regis, Littlehampton and Worthing 
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perhaps represent the Traditional Coastal Resort; the  
Witterings, Bracklesham Bay and Clymping provide the  
long coastal walks and local produce; and Shoreham- 
by-Sea, may be an example of a seaside town that  
can be used as a base from which to explore other  
local attractions.           

In order to position the visitor economy successfully, it is 
important to understand visitors’ drivers and motivations 
for visiting and returning.  Consultation evidence suggests 
that there is currently little local market intelligence to 
inform this.  However, national research suggests that  
key attractors include unspoilt countryside, good quality 
food and accommodation, a welcoming and friendly  
environment, safety and security, clean and safe beaches, 
and interesting towns and villages.  

The VisitEngland TNS Brand Tracker survey shows that 
Coastal West Sussex is viewed as a safe and suitable  
destination for families, in particular. In addition it has  
high quality local produce and good quality beaches. 
Despite its reputation as one of the country’s leading food 
producers, local produce does not seem to translate well 
into a strong and diverse restaurant offer, whilst the quality 
and range of visitor accommodation in some parts of  
the area remains limited.  

3.2  How tourism services are  
delivered in Coastal West Sussex

There has never been a statutory duty on local authorities  
to deliver visitor services. Involvement in tourism is,  
therefore, at the discretion of each local authority. Before 
the formation of Destination Partnerships, local authorities 
traditionally worked on researching, developing and marketing 
tourism in a destination. They also played a co-ordinating 
function: brokering agreements and joint working between 
competing interests. Specific activities included:

• Strategic direction: development and production  
 of tourism strategies;
• Destination research
• Destination marketing
• Visitor information
• Tourism development
• Industry engagement and support

During the 1980s and 1990s, local authorities in West 
Sussex (particularly Worthing and Arun) were well- 
resourced and played a pivotal role in supporting the 
tourism sector, which was being driven by growth in visitor 
volumes, changing movement patterns and an increasing 
awareness of the wider value of tourism.   

The recent cutbacks in local government funding have 
meant that local authorities have cut resources to support 
the sector. Despite this, tourism is still regarded as a key 
economic sector in Coastal West Sussex.  

Local government continues to provide much of the  
infrastructure and services upon which the visitor economy 
rests. However, Destination Management Organisations 
(DMOs) that enable resources to be pooled and brands  
to be developed to reflect areas with more geographical 
resonance for visitors, have grown in popularity across  
the country in recent years and have brought together  
the public and private sector.

A forensic analysis of ‘resources’ that are allocated by 
public and voluntary sector partners to support tourism 
marketing and development in Coastal West Sussex has  
not been undertaken. However, consultation evidence  
and the desk review indicate that: 

• There has been a significant reduction in resources  
 allocated to support the visitor economy within the  
 five Coastal West Sussex local authorities, particularly  
 in Arun and Worthing;

• Budgets and resources to support marketing and  
 development are spread amongst various council  
 departments: There is no longer one department  
 and one budget to support tourism activities; and

• The main expenditure is on general marketing activities. 

Detailed discussions have taken place with the three main 
Destination Partnerships in Coastal West Sussex in order to 
understand the range and scope of their current activities. 
These are summarised below.

Sussex by the Sea (Adur District)

Sussex by the Sea is the destination ‘brand’ for Arun  
District. Its website, www.sussexbythesea.com, which had 
over 250,000 hits in the last six months, is recognised  
by visitors and the industry as the official tourism website 
for the district.   There is also a printed Sussex by the Sea 
Pocket Guide, with an 80/100,000 print run. Advertising 
costs contribute to the cost of production.

There has been a significant reduction in visitor  
information provision, but different ‘models’ have been  
put in place to provide information in the District’s three 
main towns. 

Local authority resources allocated to tourism services 
amount to “probably just below £100k” and activity  
focuses on three main functions:

• Communication / PR team (new post-holder),  
 who will allocate a proportion of time to the Sussex  
 by the Sea website; 
• Marketing & events; and 
• Tourism Business Development, for which there  
 is a full time post, with a specific focus on liaison  
 with local businesses.

At present, the Council does not have a tourism strategy 
or action plan. This is recognised as a deficiency. Local 
authority spend on tourism (staff + resources) is “probably 
just below £100k”. 

Visit Worthing

The main focus of Visit Worthing’s activity is on marketing 
and promotion, including:

• Visitor Guide, which is produced every 2 years
• Visit Worthing website www.visitworthing.co.uk/ 
 coast-town-and-country/worthing
• Events Guide
• Social media activities 
• Travel Trade
• Limited campaigns (in partnership with Tourism  
 South East and Seaconomics funding and ‘partners’)
• Other ‘niche’ activities
       
Marketing is recognised as low key, due to budget  
constraints and because the Adur and Worthing area  
is considered too small to create and market a brand  
proposition. The council intends to replace the tourist  
information centre with a number of access points in  
theatres and prominent locations.
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Visit Worthing has a tourism budget of around £64,000, 
but this excludes venues promotion and marketing, and 
Events. The Council is recruiting an Events Co-ordinator  
to proactively drive forward an events programme and  
to improve the quality of events. This will be funded by  
an annual budget of around £60k (Worthing = £40k;  
Adur = £20k).

Visit Chichester

Visit Chichester is recognised as a Destination Management  
Organisation, but it is the only one in Sussex that is not 
managed and base-funded by the local authority. It is 
chaired by a lecturer from the University of Chichester and 
it works collaboratively with industry partners to position 
Chichester District as a premier holiday destination on  
the south coast. While Chichester District Council does not 
provide base funding to it, the authority does support it 
with grant funding for activity and other strategic input. 
The main aims of Visit Chichester are to:

• Enhance the Visit Chichester proposition through  
 brand and thematic-led activities
• Develop the digital media proposition
• Work with industry stakeholders to further develop  
 and strengthen the Visit Chichester proposition  
 and enhance partner status
• Secure financial and operational sustainability

It has its own website, http://www.visitchichester.org, 
which is being refreshed; it produces a Holiday guide, 
which was launched mid Jan 2015; and it produces an  
Attraction Guide, although Chichester Top Attractions 
(CTA) is also planning to produce one of these. 

Visit Chichester’s Sales Team sells advertising space on 
the website and holiday guide and it needs to generate a 
minimum of £48,500 per annum to cover costs. Goodwood 
Estate is a key Visit Chichester partner and it takes  
responsibility for recruiting corporate partners. There is  

private sector buy-in to Visit Chichester and 40 of its 
smaller businesses are Promotional Partners.

Chichester District Council is currently considering how 
best it can support tourism growth in the district. It  
recognises the need for better private sector engagement 
to develop the sector.

Summary of issues and challenges

There has been a significant reduction in local authority  
resources to support tourism, despite its importance to 
local economic growth and job creation.  The focus of  
the support may not have adapted sufficiently to meet 
changing market demands.

Local authorities continue to have a pivotal role in  
supporting the visitor economy, whether or not they  
provide direct funding to support tourism services. They 
have a key role in developing, maintaining and managing 
the public realm and, through the planning process,  
influencing the character of destinations.

The three main Destination Partnerships use similar  
themes and narrative to market their areas  (city/town – 
countryside – coast). However, there appears to be a lack 
of visitor research and intelligence to support marketing 
and development activities. Furthermore, the impact that 
local authority funding has could increase if resources are 
pooled and if a stronger connection between the coastal 
offer and that of the South Downs National Park is made.

There are a number of existing brands that are  
successfully used to promote the area/s to visitors  
and these brands such as LoveSussex and Sussex  
by the Sea have value. Whether they are the  
umbrellas under which the authorities might develop 
tourism marketing in the future is entirely a matter  
for the respective authorities which own them.
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4. Growing the Coastal West Sussex visitor economy

4.1 Establishing a vision for  
Coastal West Sussex partners 

The area covered by Coastal West Sussex partners could 
perform better than it currently does. It is in an excellent 
location, with great access to international gateways and 
large conurbations and it has many assets and much  
potential.  But it lacks coherence and distinctiveness.  
Poor local co-ordination means that prospective visitors 
are not given, or fail to understand, a compelling narrative 
about the destination. This has to change.

It is for local partners to develop a clear vision that will  
resonate with local businesses, residents and potential  
visitors.  However, this study has identified key elements 
that need to be in place to develop that vision and to  
improve performance of the local visitor economy.  
These include:

• Being smart and having better intelligence to  
 guide decisions

• Ensuring that public sector partners collaborate  
 with each other effectively and develop much stronger  
 partnerships with the private sector

• Having strong leadership and being focussed on  
 the areas of greatest opportunity. Consensus should  
 be an aim, rather than a guiding principle, and decisions  
 and judgements should be brave and ambitious.

• Remaining focussed on what visitors want, with  
 visitor needs arbitrating decision-making.

There should be a focus on showing leadership by  
example: Getting on with some key projects and building 
partnerships around them will have a better chance of  
success than obsessing with structures and governance.  
The immediate focus should be ‘Doing’ rather  
than ‘Thinking’.

Visitors don’t recognise local authority boundaries and 
their experience of one area will almost certainly cross- 
over into another. The brands of the ‘National Park’,  
‘Sussex’, and ‘South Coast’ are the most powerful in the 
minds of consumers. The area should use these brands  
and avoid being overly concerned about administrative 
boundaries.  The propositions that are developed should 
build on these concepts and create messages and tools  
that are distinctive, compelling and relevant.

A summary vision for the partnership could be ‘Driving 
more staying visitors to explore Coastal West Sussex 
throughout the year’.

 
4.2 Creating a new visitor experience

Stakeholder consultations make it clear that there need 
to be improvements in the value of tourism that comes to 
the area. While some of this might be through increased 
numbers of visitors, it is more likely to be achieved through 
growth in higher value sectors or through changes to the 
pattern of tourism:

• Day to staying visitors
• Higher yield business tourism
• Better seasonal balance of business

• Events used to plug seasonal gaps
• Higher socio-economic groups from source markets
• More international visitors (day from London as well  
 as staying)

Higher value visitors, however, often demand a better  
quality product and in some areas, the Coastal West  
Sussex offer falls short. Although the quality of the rural/ 
Downland offer, events, accommodation and culture is 
above average, the quality and availability of family  
attractions and of coastal water-based adventure is  
considered poor to average.

London and the South East remain the key geographic  
target markets for any activity. This area forms the  
catchment for current markets and if the opportunity  
is to convert day visits to staying visits, then around  
70% of the audience are resident in the south east.

Key segments that offer the greatest potential and which 
correspond well to the different product/destination offers 
that exist include: 

• Families
• Pre-Nesters (25-40)
• Empty Nesters (55-70)
• Business Tourism

Families dominate in the coastal strip and empty nesters  
in the rural hinterland.  Pre-nesters span both geographies, 
undertaking soft activity and culture in the coast and  
countryside, and staying in coastal and rural properties.
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Business Tourism is largely driven by local corporate  
business. While there are quality facilities across the  
Coastal West Sussex area, the scale of individual business 
events is relatively small, largely being accommodated  
in country houses and hotels.

While development of new products to meet long term 
visitor requirements can take generations to solve, the  
clear short term opportunity is to simply do a better job  
of selling the existing offer. Section 5 sets out specific 
actions to do this, including proposals for a new promotion 
tool, Underground Sussex. This aims to do a better job  
of bringing different partners together and promoting  
the area’s existing high quality assets.

4.3 Delivering a new  
visitor experience

Growing the value of tourism to the Coastal West Sussex 
economy by at least 5% in real terms to 2018 would be 
a stretching but realistic target. Monitoring performance 
through a county-wide economic impact model, such as 
that provided by Tourism South East, would allow partners 
to evaluate progress.

The action plans in Section 5 of this report all have  
resource implications. However, the opportunity to  
collaborate, share resources and pool budgets can go 
some way towards launching projects without a significant 
budget requirement. In proposing the establishment of 
a Coastal West Sussex Tourism Partnership (see Section 
6.3), partners should look to develop direct private sector 
involvement and secure direct investment in promotional 
activities. It should also identify additional sources of  
funding, including European funding aligned to Coast  
to Capital LEP priorities, to support revenue programmes.

Marketing and promotion forms a central part of the  
proposed actions. Delivering new visitors and higher  
value visits to the area and making best use of the existing 
facilities is where growth can be achieved in the short term. 
Collaboration across a wider geography than Coastal West 
Sussex may be sensible where market opportunities allow. 
In Business Tourism, for example, the complementarity  
of the offer with East Sussex and Brighton & Hove,  
combined with the relatively high expense of undertaking 
sales activity in this market, might mean it is sensible to 
work with existing Convention Bureaux, such as  
VisitBrighton or VisitEastbourne.

Use of improved research and intelligence is critical to 
delivering better marketing. The current state of visitor 
intelligence that relates to Coastal West Sussex is limited.  
Establishing a robust baseline of visitor perceptions  
and measuring progress against this over the coming  
years will help justify the investment.

In terms of product development, there is an opportunity 
to continue to grow and develop the visitor offer within 
Coastal West Sussex. This development should add to  
the existing offer and complement it as far as possible  
to ensure stakeholders do not become fearful of  
diminishing market share. They will need to be able to see 
that plans are working to grow the overall market size and 
not displace their own activity.  Suitable sites across the 
wider geography that could accommodate attractions or 
facilities to service activity tourism should be identified. 
A Hotel Futures study for Coastal West Sussex would also 
identify opportunities to grow the serviced accommodation 
sector and pinpoint suitable sites.

Finally, the best structural and governance arrangement  
to support this programme of work should continue to  
be explored. A long-term approach that drives towards  
a private sector led DMO for the widest possible  
geography seems like a reasonable ambition. But it is  
important to realise that getting there may take a number 
of years, as existing structures and arrangements have  

to be attached together or replaced. Interim proposals  
(see Section 6.3) set out suggested short–term structural 
and governance arrangements.
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5. Actions for growing the visitor economy

5.1 Underground Sussex 

Coastal West Sussex has a fantastic tourism product and 
contains many ‘jewels’ in its tourism ‘crown’. However they 
are often not well understood by visitors to the area, either 
as a result of a simple lack of awareness, or because they 
get lost in the weight of current promotional material that 
seeks to present all of the assets equally.

The best assets need to stand out and they need to be used 
to help drive more visitors to the area. The benefits that 
follow will be spread more widely than just to those iconic 
attractions, but they are the ‘shop window’ for the area. 
They are the reasons why people want to visit Coastal  
West Sussex in the first place.

What follows is an idea for making this happen…

An idea that would engage with visitors and local  
communities alike and one that allows easy updating  
and stakeholder/partner flexibility is the thinking behind  
Underground Sussex.

People like trails and what Underground Sussex proposes  
is the creation of the region’s own ‘underground’ map –  
the word ‘underground’, here, being used to denote  
someone who is adventurous and possibly of one that  
is ‘in the know’. 

The play on the word ‘underground’ would be seen as a 
fun element – an expression with a twist – and one that 
would be memorable. People like maps and especially 
metro (tube) maps and the campaigns’ success would rely 
on good strategy and well-designed ‘joined-up-thinking’ 
communication material.   

A very nice consequence of the Underground Sussex  
name is that the acronym spells US and so we could play 
with campaign phrases that might include Come visit US,  
for example. 

The design of the map shows a series of trails – subject 
and theme specific – that join up places across the region. 
These trails are ‘border-less’ moving across the different 
regions and places to create a sense of regional solidarity.

Underground Sussex would be a framework for places and 
regions to subscribe and it is important that each place 
retains it’s own identity. The Underground Sussex model 
would easily allow this and would also have the advantage 
of supporting smaller less-well known places, by those  
that are more well-known, as vistors begin to explore and 
look in more detail around a specific destination place.  
We would imgaine that beyond the ‘mainline’ map,  
there would be a series of smaller networks spurring off 
destination hubs. 

As one would expect the campaign would be integrated 
across all media types – print (leaflets, brochure, books), 
web (responsive) and a mobile app. The flexible nature of 
the format and the technology means that maps and trails  
can be easily updated (futureproofed) and for the user 
he/she can filter or create their own bespoke version  
as well.

Building communities through existing social networks,  
creating galleries and allowing reviews would help in  
raising awareness and engagement and may even lead  
to visitors/communities creating their own trails –  
‘Afternoon for the young family’ for instance.

GPS mobile app technology would allow users to  
pinpoint where they are, and what is nearby, as well  
a useful potential wayfinding tool. It may also allow  
opportunities for places and/or retail to offer special  
deals if presented with an app ‘voucher’.

The following pages begin to demonstrate the idea by 
showing indicitive designs – please note that these visuals 
should be viewed as a storyboard and not final design  
solutions – they are merely there to demonstrate our 
thought process.  
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Initial research and discovery of place 
locations developed using Google 
Maps to determine potential scope.

Seeing a map in this way begins  
to demonstrate routes, trails,  
connectivity, hubs and clusters.
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Entertainment Environmental Festival Food & Drink

5. Actions for growing the visitor economy
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 C

OME  V IS I T

Developing a distinct and fun  
logotype that is modern,  
contemporary and relevant.

Using the US acronym to ‘play’ with 
campaign ideas around expressions  
of ‘us’ – ‘come visit us’, ‘come play 
sport with us’, ‘come eat with us’, 
‘come relax with us’ etc.

All elements should works well across 
media types –print, digital – web  
and apps.

Opposite page shows an initial visual 
for the infographic map – where on 
one hand the word ‘underground’ 
denotes exploration and adventure 
and on the other a visual twist on the 
global metro ‘underground’ map style. 

Please note that these visuals should 
be viewed as a storyboard and not 
final design solutions – they are  
merely there to demonstrate our 
thought process.  
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FAMILY

SPORTS & RECREATION

ARTS & CULTURE

HISTORY & HERITAGE 

ENTERTAINMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL

FESTIVAL

FOOD & DRINK

5. Actions for growing the visitor economy

Festival 
Theatre

Butlins

Pavilion Theatre

Connaught Theatre

The Capitol

Shoreham Air Show
Worthing BirdmanSussex Food & Drink Festival

South Downs
Way Walk

Loxwood Beer  
& Music Festival

Petworth
Festival

Goodwood
Festival  

of Speed

Vintage 
Festival

Goodwood  
Revival Festival

X-Train
Bracklesham Boardriders 

Kitesurf Shop
Mulberry Divers

Watersports

Sussex 
Watersports

Baker 
Academy

Brighton Kitesurf & 
SUP Academy

Airsports 
Paragliding

Sussex Marine 
Water Sports

Downs Link

South Downs  
Mountain Biking

South Downs 
Cycling

Apex
Paragliding

East Head

Chichester
Harbour

South Downs
National Park

Slindon
Estate

South  
Downs Way

Chanctonbury 
Ring

Cissbury Ring

Adur Outdoor
Activities Centre

TeamSport 
Go KartingSplashpoint

Worthing 
 Leisure Centre

Arundel Open 
Air Pools

WWT Arundel 
Wetland Centre

Amberley Museum 
& Heritage Centre

Harbour Park 
Amusements

East Beach
Café

The Anchor Bleu

The White Horse

The Duke  
of Cumberland

Halfway
Bridge

The Leaconfield
Restaurant

Restaurant
Tristan

Ockenden
Manor

The Shepherd
& Dog

Bognor Regis
Pier

Arundel
Castle

Chichester 
Cathedral

Marlipins Local  
and Maritime Museum

Worthing Pier

Fishbourne 
Roman Palace

Bosham

Arundel
Cathedral

Bignor
Roman
Villa

Petworth 
House & ParkCowdray Ruins

Weald and 
Downland Open 

Air Museum

Cass Sculpture 
Foundation

Open House Art

The Otter Gallery

The Longest
Bench

Worthing Museum & Art Gallery

Pallant House Gallery

Open Doors Arts Trail
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ENVIRONMENTAL ENTERTAINMENT

ARTS & CULTURE FAMILY

FESTIVAL

SPORTS & RECREATION HISTORY & HERITAGE

FOOD

Marketing collateral may include 
printed material, including leaflets, 
books and an on-line responsive  
website. The colour-coded routes  
and trails would create a clear suite  
of material that belongs within the  
Underground Sussex ‘family’.

Future flexibility to create new and 
maybe more bespoke and/or unique 
trails could follow – still maintaining 
the aesthetic and vision of the brand. 

Please note that these visuals should 
be viewed as a storyboard and not 
final design solutions – they are  
merely there to demonstrate our 
thought process.  
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And, of course, the Underground  
Sussex app – free to download for 
users – with the potential to monetise  
through relevant and useful  
advertising and special offers from 
individual places, locations, retail etc. 

Please note that these visuals should 
be viewed as a storyboard and not 
final design solutions – they are  
merely there to demonstrate our 
thought process.  
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THE MAP BOOK

FAMILY

FISHBOURNE  
ROMAN PALACE

Apicatur rehendips
ae nis ullupture, 
solumet doluptio
 
In nusam volla nisti 
aruntur apis mi, sa 
nestrunt dicillatem 
sandam ration esti 
arum quaturquia sum 
auta vellenti occus 
ducimod itioris ut 
aut aut lanihiliquas 
magnihillam est an 
ditem remod ut quid 
esciiste dollu.

WEALD AND 
DOWNLAND OPEN 
AIR MUSEUM

Apicatur rehendips
ae nis ullupture, 
solumet doluptio
 
In nusam volla nisti 
aruntur apis mi, sa 
nestrunt dicillatem 
sandam ration esti 
arum quaturquia sum 
auta vellenti occus 
ducimod itioris ut 
aut aut lanihiliquas 
esciiste dollu.

Butlins

Adur Outdoor
Activities Centre

TeamSport 
Go KartingSplashpoint

Worthing 
 Leisure Centre

Arundel Open 
Air Pools

WWT Arundel 
Wetland Centre

Amberley Museum 
& Heritage Centre

Harbour Park 
Amusements

Fishbourne 
Roman Palace

Weald and 
Downland Open 

Air Museum

Cass Sculpture 
Foundation

CASS SCULPTURE 
FOUNDATION

Apicatur rehendips
ae nis ullupture, 
solumet doluptio
 
In nusam volla nisti 
aruntur apis mi, sa 
nestrunt dicillatem 
sandam ration esti 
arum quaturquia sum 
auta vellenti occus 
ducimod itioris ut 
aut aut lanihiliquas 
magnihillam est an 
ditem remod ut quid 
esciiste dollu.

BUTLINS

Apicatur rehendips
ae nis ullupture, 
solumet doluptio
 
In nusam volla nisti 
aruntur apis mi, sa 
nestrunt dicillatem 
sandam ration esti 
arum quaturquia sum 
auta vellenti occus 
ducimod itioris ut 

HARBOUR PARK
AMUSEMENTS

Apicatur rehendips
ae nis ullupture, 
solumet doluptio
 
In nusam volla nisti 
aruntur apis mi, sa 
nestrunt dicillatem 
sandam ration esti 
arum quaturquia sum 
auta vellenti occus 
ducimod itioris ut 
aut aut lanihiliquas 
magnihillam est an 
ditem remod ut quid 
esciiste dollu.

AMBERLY MUSEUM  
& HERITAGE CENTRE

Apicatur rehendips
ae nis ullupture, 
solumet doluptio
 
In nusam volla nisti 
aruntur apis mi, sa 
nestrunt dicillatem 
sandam ration esti 
arum quaturquia sum 
auta vellenti occus 
ducimod itioris ut 
aut aut lanihiliquas 
magnihillam est an 
ditem remod ut quid 
esciiste dollu.

WWT ARUNDEL
WETLAND CENTRE

Apicatur rehendips
ae nis ullupture, 
solumet doluptio
 
In nusam volla nisti 
aruntur apis mi, sa 
nestrunt dicillatem 
sandam ration esti 
arum quaturquia sum 
auta vellenti occus 
ducimod itioris ut 
aut aut lanihiliquas 
magnihillam est an 
ditem remod ut quid 
esciiste dollu.

ARUNDEL OPEN 
AIR POOLS

Apicatur rehendips
ae nis ullupture, 
solumet doluptio
 
In nusam volla nisti 
aruntur apis mi, sa 
nestrunt dicillatem 
sandam ration esti 
arum quaturquia sum 
auta vellenti occus 
ducimod itioris ut 
aut aut lanihiliquas 
magnihillam est an 
ditem remod ut quid 
esciiste dollu.

WORTHING  
LEISURE CENTRE

Apicatur rehendips
ae nis ullupture, 
solumet doluptio
 
In nusam volla nisti 
aruntur apis mi, sa 
nestrunt dicillatem 
sandam ration esti 
arum quaturquia sum 
auta vellenti occus 
ducimod itioris ut 
aut aut lanihiliquas 
magnihillam est an 
ditem remod ut quid 
esciiste dollu.

SPLASHPOINT

Apicatur rehendips
ae nis ullupture, 
solumet doluptio
 
In nusam volla nisti 
aruntur apis mi, sa 
nestrunt dicillatem 
sandam ration esti 
arum quaturquia sum 
auta vellenti occus 
ducimod itioris ut 
aut aut lanihiliquas 
magnihillam est an 
ditem remod ut quid 
esciiste dollu.

TEAM SPORT
GO KARTING

Apicatur rehendips
ae nis ullupture, 
solumet doluptio
 
In nusam volla nisti 
aruntur apis mi, sa 
nestrunt dicillatem 
sandam ration esti 
arum quaturquia sum 
auta vellenti occus 
ducimod itioris ut 
aut aut lanihiliquas 
magnihillam est an 
ditem remod ut quid 
esciiste dollu.

ADUR OUTDOOR 
ACTIVITIES CENTRE

Apicatur rehendips
ae nis ullupture, 
solumet doluptio
 
In nusam volla nisti 
aruntur apis mi, sa 
nestrunt dicillatem 
sandam ration esti 
arum quaturquia sum 
auta vellenti occus 
ducimod itioris ut 
aut aut lanihiliquas 
magnihillam est an 
ditem remod ut quid 
esciiste dollu.

aut aut lanihiliquas 
magnihillam est an 
ditem remod ut quid 
esciiste dollu. 

Verebatq uemqui 
coero etint? At vis, 
commor hocchum 
ia vis, ad Cupions 
ultortilis. Gra ocuperi 
inprae nequit.

In nusam volla nisti aruntur apis mi, sa 
nestrunt dicillatem sandam ration esti 
arum quaturquia sum auta vellenti occus 
ducimod itioris ut aut aut lanihiliquas 
magnihillam est an ditem remod ut quid 
esciiste dollu.
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The Underground Sussex map book 
– could contain a series of pull-out 
maps/posters printed on tracing 
paper (for example) where user can 
overlay information, other trails, a  
background map to create a fully  
tactile, fun and exploratory  
mechanism to discover the US offer. 

Please note that these visuals should 
be viewed as a storyboard and not 
final design solutions – they are  
merely there to demonstrate our 
thought process.  
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Project Theme CWS Product Development

Description Programme of collaborative work to develop and improve the quality and appeal of the product offer, specifically: 

 • Expanding tourist accommodation supply, particularly at the higher end of the market
 • Growing outdoor activities (walking, cycling, water sports and golf)
 • Developing emerging niche markets (e.g. gastro tourism)

 A research and development project is needed to assess market opportunities in the areas identified above and develop  
 an integrated plan within which specific product opportunities can be promoted and supported. The aim is that the  
 Product Development Plan will give direction and guidance for investment by both the private sector and public agencies.  
 It will also help co-ordinate efforts and shared objectives across the range of CSW partners.

Rationale The successful delivery of a tourism product is based upon the coming together of many different visitor experiences  
 in such a way that it meets the particular needs of the customer.

 Coastal West Sussex has significant product strengths to build on in attracting more domestic and international visitors.   
 The area does not have an icon draw (an Eden project or Turner Contemporary) but it does have a number of distinctive   
 attributes and characteristics, which offer further product enhancement, including:

 • Coastal tourism facilities, specifically water sports
 • Outdoor activities, particularly walking and cycling
 • Culture and sports (e.g. golf)

 Product design and development will need to concentrate on those opportunities where partners can achieve the  
 highest impact and return on investment. 

 In addition to product development opportunities, it is clear that there needs to be investment in new or upgraded  
 accommodation serving key destinations. The theme includes accommodation requirements in both urban and rural  
 areas, resort development and conference exhibition and event infrastructure.

 A Hotel Futures study to identify accommodation growth opportunities and a hotel development prospectus are  
 the ways to unlock interest from hospitality developers.

Lead CWS (through the establishment of dedicated Product Development Group to include local authority and industry)

Timescale 3 years research programme

Indicative outputs • Product Development Plans
 • Coastal water sports
 • Outdoor activities
 • Golf
 • Accommodation development 
 • Action Plan for product investment 

Resource £40k (over 3 years)
requirement
 

5.2 Collaborative action areas

Projections for growth mean that the tourism sector should 
be a priority area because of its contribution to job creation 
and economic growth. Despite clear tourism ‘assets’,  
there are deficiencies in the existing tourism product.  
These include: A lack of visitor research and intelligence;  
a shortage of quality serviced accommodation; a failure  
to respond adequately to new visitor aspirations; and  
a paucity of newly developed, unique experiences.

In addition to Underground Sussex, there are a number  
of action areas that are set out below and which provide 
the basis for enhancing the contribution of tourism  
to the local CWS economy. They will enable partners  
to take forward practical actions to test and develop  
collaborative working.

The Action Areas respond to the research findings and 
reflect the views that stakeholders and partners expressed 
during the consultation process. The strategic approach  
set out in Section four provides the basis for these actions. 
Coastal West Sussex has an important role to play in  
developing a strong visitor economy across the county,  
as a whole. The public sector cannot act alone in  
delivering these actions; it will need a strong partnership 
with industry, the LEP and others, in order to achieve  
maximum impact. There needs to be a new partnership, 
which creates an environment that allows tourism  
to diversify, grow and develop and which secures  
private investment. 

5. Actions for growing the visitor economy
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Project Theme CWS Visitor Intelligence and Insights

Description Programme of collaborative visitor research and market intelligence to inform   
 investment and business planning as well as measuring the impact of marketing   
 and development initiatives. Initial focus on:

 • Visitor segmentation: who visitors are, behaviours, spending and preferences
 • Visitor perceptions, motivation and satisfaction for target markets  
  for Coastal West Sussex 
 • Market intelligence including product insight and trends

Rationale One of the main determinants of successful destination development and  
 marketing is understanding and responding to the needs and changing demands  
 of visitors. Knowing who visitors are, why they come and what they value about  
 the experience is crucial to improving and growing the visitor economy. It is also  
 important to understand why visitors don’t come to the area.  

 Discussions with local authority partners and other stakeholders confirm a lack  
 of visitor research and intelligence. The need for in-depth intelligence is  
 amplified with growing competition, rapidly evolving consumer attitudes,  
 technological innovation and changing market conditions.

 Carrying out visitor research should not be seen as a one-off exercise; but an  
 on-going programme to build a dynamic picture of the area, implement changes  
 and track them over time as well as monitoring trends.

Lead CWS (through the establishment of a dedicated Visitor Research Group to  
 include local authority, industry and FE/HE representation)

Timescale 3-year research programme

Indicative outputs • Better understanding of the value of the visitor economy
 • Inform investment planning through targeted marketing and  
  development interventions
 • Support actions to grow the sector
 • Support external bids
 • Impact on policy development

Resource £60k (over 3 years)
requirement
 

Project Theme CWS Changing Perceptions – Brand Awareness

Description Following on from the development of the promotional device (Underground Sussex) further stages could include the  
 development of a robust toolkit for tourism businesses and partners across the CWS area. This will involve working to  
 define the language, tone of voice, imagery and palette for the area.

Rationale To inspire visitors to come you have to be able to describe the place that is inviting them to visit. At the moment it is most  
 likely to be an individual location such as Chichester, Bognor or Worthing or an area that coincides with the region such  
 as the National Park, ‘Sussex’ or South Coast.

 While there is probably little point in trying to invent something new that acts as an umbrella for the CWS tourism partners  
 and while it is not our view that Coastal West Sussex is itself a defined destination, there is still an opportunity to develop a  
 more coherent way of describing the offer. Something that reflects an idea of what visitors would describe as the destination  
 whether that coincides with CWS boundaries or not. If it is bigger than the CWS area (for example ‘Sussex’) then that  
 should not be a problem – simply take ownership of it and use it to sell those elements which reflect the CWS offer.

 Businesses within the area all have very different views about what audiences want and what are the best tools for  
 reaching them. They are however undertaking more activity to reach visitors than all of the authorities combined. The   
 leadership role therefore is to create a toolkit which can be offered up to businesses with free resources to help them  
 deliver messages about the destination in a more powerful and consistent manner.

 This could include:
 • a written toolkit such as http://www.digimagsuk.com/lancashireguidelines/#/20
 • a photolibrary such as http://images.destinationnsw.com.au/
 • development of blurbs and media stories which can be used to support copy for materials such as websites, brochures etc

Lead CWS could lead the development of these tools by commissioning a creative agency.

Timescale 1 year programme to develop and introduce the toolkit and resources. This activity should follow the ‘research and  
 intelligence’ workstream which would underpin success and would complement the development of the ‘underground   
 tubemap’ concept. This work activity would be followed by launch and promotion to local businesses.

Indicative outputs • Creation of a brand toolkit for Coastal West Sussex partner destinations  
  (West Sussex area)
 • Dissemination of toolkit and adoption by business.
 • Evaluation of adoption 

Resource £30k (over 1 year) to establish
requirement
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Project Theme CWS Business Tourism

Description Programme of product research followed by development of activity to support tourism growth from meetings,  
 conferences and events.

Rationale Business Tourism represents around 1/3 of all tourism. While a proportion of business tourism could be described as  
 non-discretionary – taking place simply as a result of the location of a business or its customers – there remains a  
 significant proportion which is discretionary and which can be attracted to venues and destinations. There were 1.35m  
 business events in 2013 with 91m attendees (Evcom) 67% of all business events are for 50 delegates or fewer and  
 68% are derived from within the same region as the venue location.

 Key segments of this sector of the tourism economy include:
 
 • Conferences & Meetings. Corporate or Association events that can be small or large. Larger events tend to be held  
 in purpose built facilities such as conference centre or large hotels. However the majority of meetings in the UK are small  
 and a variety of venues, hotels and attractions are suitable for these events. Given proximity to London this is an area  
 of opportunity for Coastal West Sussex.

 • Incentives. Travel rewards for employee performance remains a valuable travel sector. It includes overseas/ 
 international group arrivals. Key opportunity is to reach out to existing ground handlers/destination management  
 companies that are handling this business to present the Coastal West Sussex facilities.

 • Exhibitions. Consumer or trade these are often in purpose built facilities and at the centre of major transport  
 inter-changes. It is unlikely that this represents a significant opportunity for Coastal West Sussex.

 Coast to Capital have also been exploring the potential for Business Tourism/Convention Bureau Activity across the  
 C2C LEP region and recently held a workshop at the Amex Stadium in Autumn 2014 to explore the potential. CWS should  
 only move forward with a better understanding of C2C intentions and those of other potential partners from beyond  
 the CWS geography.

Lead CWS could take either a commissioning or delivery role in relation to all or some of this activity. There is potential to  
 work across a wider area and exploring co-operative working with existing Convention Bureaux (e.g. VisitBrighton)  
 with established activity would be worth exploring.

Timescale 3 years programme of research, development or marketing/sales collateral including and sales activity

Indicative outputs • Co-ordination of existing business tourism product
 • Development of tools and collateral
 • Enquiries for events from zero to 150 by year 3.
 • Conversion of enquiries at 20-25% and average value of enquiry at £10,000
 • Private sector support for activity and through commission payments on conversion.  

Resource £30k (over 3 years) with activity of £25k per annum funded by private sector investment and converted  
requirement enquiry commission earnings.

Project Theme Opportunity Sites to transform the visitor product 

Description Programme of development research and planning to agree a joint strategic  
 approach towards opportunity sites, which offer potential to transform the  
 visitor offer. The project will:

 • Map key strategic sites
 • Evaluation and strategic assessment of major site opportunities in CWS,  
  which can make a major contribution to the visitor product and become  
  ‘exemplars’ for regional tourism development
 • Identify major barriers / solutions to development 
 • Consider delivery mechanisms
  • Provide an investment prospectus to initiate discussions with key private  
  and public sector partners

Rationale The region has a number of excellent development and regeneration  
 opportunities that could transform the area’s economy, specifically the visitor  
 product offer. Recent work by GVA for Coastal West Sussex identified a number  
 of major sites, many of which could improve its profile as a visitor destination.
 
 Further work is required to map and identify key sites that offer development  
 potential to transform the profile of CWS and enhance the visitor product.   

 Sites could include:
 • Shoreham Cement Works
 • Teville Gate
 • Regis Centre
 • Littlehampton West Bank

 Investment in transformational projects must be able to demonstrate that the   
 private sector will be attracted to such sites and deliver the longer term vision   
 for each project.

Lead CWS (Development and Infrastructure Group) to include industry and  
 LEP representation

Timescale 6-12 month programme

Indicative outputs • Mapping of major sites that include ‘transformational’ tourism  
  and leisure component
 • Inform necessary actions to unlock development potential 
 • Understand and secure necessary resources to enable delivery

Resource req. £50k  
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6. Implementation and delivery

6.1 A new partnership for delivery 

The focus for delivering the recommendations and actions 
contained in this report require a loose partnership of key 
stakeholders who should focus on joint working.  
Nonetheless, even a loose partnership must have some 
formal arrangements to function.

A Coastal West Sussex Tourism Partnership should,  
therefore, be formed to implement the recommendations 
and actions contained in this report.

The new partnership should be chaired by senior officers 
from at least one of the constituent local authorities and 
supported by the Coastal West Sussex Partnership. It 
should bring together local authorities, South Downs  
National Park, Coastal West Sussex Partnership, the Coast 
to Capital LEP, existing tourism organisations (including 
Tourism South East) and key private sector partners of  
sufficient scale and significance that they can bring  
strategic input at an the early stage.

It is understood that the Chief Executive of both Adur  
& Worthing Council and Chichester District Council have 
both expressed an interest in leading the work-streams 
and this senior level engagement is helpful in establishing 
strategic commitment.

The main terms of reference are ‘delivery of the actions 
and recommendations contained within this report’.

This joint working has the potential to produce a better 
long term structure than might be the case if complicated 

governance and structural arrangements are the first thing 
that the group seeks to establish. Delivering a partnership  
through active collaboration on projects, rather than 
through a dialogue about structures and models is the best 
way of overcoming scepticism and reference to negative 
past experiences. 

The roles for each of the key stakeholders changes over 
time. At inception, local authority leadership will be needed 
to establish work-streams. However, over time, the private 
sector should start to take ownership and ultimately lead, 
with local authorities becoming ‘enablers’, rather than 
‘doers’. However, a commitment to provide sustained public 
sector resources is the only way to secure the long term 
viability for this work and the structures/organisation  
that emerge.

The potential roles for the variety of partner organisations 
could include:

• Local Enterprise Partnership. A strategic role and  
a focus on key sites, long term product development  
and engagement of major private sector partners such  
as London Gatwick or Southern Rail.

• Coastal West Sussex Partnership. Collaboration can  
be achieved by using the Coastal West Sussex Partnership 
to support the programme of work, with a focus on sites  
for development and intelligence to support investment.

• County Council. Integrating the ‘Beautiful Outdoors’ 
work into the emerging work-streams will ensure that 
shared targets for economic growth can be achieved. All 
the proposed activity can support changes to awareness 

and perceptions that West Sussex is not only a good place 
to visit but a great destination to live, work and invest.

• Districts/Boroughs. Representing the many tourism 
businesses at a local level and bringing them into the work 
is vital for success in growing the visitor economy. Specialist 
expertise in information, marketing, product development 
and so on can be used to support the wider programme  
of work.

• Existing Tourism Organisations. Engaging these  
organisations in the delivery of this work and seeking their 
involvement in the transition to new ways of working is 
critical to future success. If not done well, the likelihood  
of creating discontent within the tourism infrastructure  
will ultimately undermine progress. Thinking creatively 
about how to use Tourism South East to support plans  
may be an efficient and cost-effective way of delivering 
programmes of work.

• Private Sector and Associations. Identifying the key 
players and starting with the biggest ones that can support 
and invest in the work. Large accommodation providers, 
venues, events, attractions and partners such as Gatwick  
or Southern Railways should be inspired to unite around 
the work-streams.
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6.2 Success indicators

Quantitative indicators are not the only measures of  
success. However, they help to bind partners around  
a common purpose; and they are clear and easy to  
communicate and understand. There is a lack of market 
intelligence, but there is also plenty of data available to 
agree key performance indicators. These could include:

• Increasing total visitor spend annually by 5%  
 in real terms until 2018
• Ensuring accommodation occupancy fluctuates  
 by less than 10% over the course of a year
• Increasing the share of visits that are overnight  
 stays from 11% in 2013 to 13% in 2018
• Increasing the average spend of daily spend of day  
 visitors and overnight visitors by 5% per year in real  
 terms until 2018
• Increasing the number of Full-Time Equivalent jobs  
 in Coastal West Sussex that are supported by the  
 visitor economy by an average of 500 per year by 2018. 

6.3 Funding

The visitor economy in the Coast to Capital region  
supports many jobs and realising its growth potential  
over the next five years is an important opportunity to  
be grasped. Section five of this report sets out a proposed 
framework to support actions to promote growth in the 
Coastal West Sussex visitor economy. However, the  
proposed programme of activity needs to be funded.

Maximising existing resources

The future of public sector funding and private sector  
financing for tourism continues to be uncertain. The  
current situation provides an opportunity to rethink how 
tourism-related organisations can best deliver services, 
making most effective use of limited resources and  

avoiding duplication. However, the principle of public 
funding setting the scene and context for private sector 
investment will still hold.  

For capital development also and in the face of a reluctant 
private sector, a number of local authorities are using their 
ability to access relatively inexpensive long term funding 
through their prudential borrowing powers to drive change 
and investment.  

Recent examples of this include Brighton & Hove City 
Council which this year, in the face of withdrawals of  
venture capital support, has approved the investment 
of £36 million of prudential borrowing to underpin the 
Brighton i360 project. This is an innovative, 180 metre 
high viewing tower on Brighton’s promenade that will be 
designed and built by the same team that was responsible 
for the London Eye.  

Joint public and private sector investment could create 
much more imaginative, tailored developments that could 
enhance the tourism product in Coastal West Sussex,  
enrich the physical fabric of the area, and preserve its 
sense of place.  

Partners should investigate the potential of  
establishing a Tourism Development Fund to take 
forward collaborative actions, as well as being used to 
match-fund future opportunities. A separate Tourism 
Investment Fund for capital schemes could stimulate 
new investment to develop the visitor product,  
including taking forward key opportunity sites.

Local Enterprise Partnership
 
The UK Government’s regeneration, transport and skills 
funding is now largely channelled to local areas through 
the Local Enterprise Partnerships. The funding is based 
on the priorities set out in their Strategic Economic Plans 
(SEPs) and ‘Growth’ and ‘City’ Deals. In the case of the 

Coast to Capital LEP, the Strategic Economic Plan  
acknowledges that the visitor economy is an important 
economic sector that is worth £3.67bn and which supports 
63,000 jobs. Tourism can make an important contribution 
to the Coast to Capital LEP’s business and jobs  
growth objectives. 

The SEP is clear that a key priority is increasing the  
numbers of international business visitors to the area  
and achieving this will be predicated on two separate 
approaches:

• Creating new conference and exhibition events that  
 build on sectoral specialisms and expertise; and
• Attracting ‘footloose’ events

The Coast to Capital LEP’s Growth Deal with Government  
is will see the start of a six year investment programme  
in jobs, infrastructure and transport. The deal is worth 
£202 million over six years. It starts with investment  
of £38m of new funding in 2015/16 and it will deliver 
14,000 jobs, 4,600 new homes and 190,000 square  
metres of employment space. 

The LEP is also responsible for managing the delivery  
of a number of investment funds, notably the European 
Structural Investment Funds (ESIF), which includes:

• £28.7m European Regional Development Fund (ERDF);
• £28.7m European Social Fund and
• £3.8m European Agricultural Fund for Rural  
 Development (EAFRD).

Coastal West Sussex partners should meet with Coast 
to Capital LEP representatives to establish how funds 
channelled through the LEP can be used to grow and 
enhance the visitor economy.  

External funding opportunities

Securing funding for regeneration and renewal projects 
in the UK’s resort towns is not easy. It takes time, requires 
significant resource investment in project and business case 
development, and it requires an ability to articulate the 
economic benefits not only on the town in question, but 
often on a much wider area.  

With the cuts in public expenditure in recent years,  
securing investment has become even more challenging. 
The private sector is often risk averse and tends to look 
to the public sector to take away, or underpin, risk before 
it invests. True private sector inward investments are rare 
and, as a rule, the private sector is more likely to respond 
to opportunities presented by the public sector, than to 
take the investment lead.     

However, there are still several possible funding  
opportunities, which will be subject to the timescale of any 
project going forward and the conditions of the awarding 
body at the time of application. 

It is a competitive environment, but elements of the action 
areas could be attractive to funding organisations, subject 
to their rules and the arrangements and legal management 
entity that is established between partners.

Possible funding sources include:

• LEADER funding
• Coastal Communities Fund
• Big Lottery
• Heritage Lottery Fund

Building on the knowledge and intelligence held within 
the local authorities, an External Funding Group should 
be established to assess future funding opportunities. 
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6.4 Monitoring success

An important part of turning collaboration into  
partnership, maintaining the support of public sector  
partners and driving investment from the private sector  
will come from evidencing improvements to the  
visitor economy.

Three ways in which those partnering could relatively 
easily determine progress would be through the following 
measures:

1)  Commit to measuring the economic impact of tourism 
across the partnership area. Tourism South East currently 
deliver this for many destinations around the UK using  
the Cambridge Model. It provides a reasonable assessment 
of tourism performance for an area.

2) Use hotel performance as a proxy measure, given the 
targets and priorities described above.  Subscription to an 
annual report from STR Global, or similar, would provide 
an annual report showing how hotels in West Sussex have 
performed, including: Seasonal breakdowns; occupancy; 
revenue; and revenue per available room (RevPAR).

3) The satisfaction of industry partners is one way  
of determining whether the engagement is working.  
For Shakespeare’s England, the DMO for Stratford and  
Warwick, this is the key measure that the DMO and its 
Chief Executive focus on. Given longer term ambitions  
to grow the support and engagement of the private  
sector this would be a reasonable measure.
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Adur & Worthing Councils

Arun District Council

Chichester District Council

West Sussex County Council
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South Downs National Park

VisitEngland

Wildlife Wetland Trust

Weald & Downland Museum
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Sussex Food & Drink Network

VisitChichester

Mid-Sussex Hoteliers

Tourism South East

Chichester City Centre Partnership

Harbour Park
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Goodwood

Butlins (Bourne Leisure)

Fontwell

Bunn Leisure

Chichester Festival Theatre

So Sussex (Cycle hire etc)

Nyetimber

AOAC Shoreham (watersports)

Worthing Pier
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ANNEX II
Documents reviewed

National and Regional  

2012 Destination Satisfaction Reports VisitEngland

2012 Countryside Report VisitEngland

2011-2015 Marketing Plan VisitEngland

Inbound Tourism To Britains Nations & Regions Sept 2013 VisitBritain

England’s Seaside: What are the Opportunities 2012 VisitEngland

Great Britain Day Visitor Survey 2013 VisitScotland, VisitWales, VisitEngland, TNS

Visitor Attractions Trends in Tourism 2013 VisitEngland

Understanding Visitor Satisfaction 2012-2013 TNS, VisitEngland

Domestic Leisure Tourism Trends for the Next Decade Dec 2013 VisitEngland

Sub Region Trends by Purpose Database TCM, IPS, ONS

Regional Marketing Plans Tourism South East

Domestic Target Segment Research VisitScotland

Coast To Capital Business Tourism Workshop Findings 2014 Coast To Capital

 

Local  

Arun Sussex By The Sea Visitor Profiles 2008 Tourism South East

Destination Benchmarking Chichester Visitor Survey 2008 Tourism South East

Culture & The Coastal Strip 2008 West Sussex Arts Marketing, Sussex Arts Marketing

South Downs National Park Visitor Survey 2012 South Downs National Park

Sense of Place Toolkit South Downs National Park

South Downs Visitor & Economic Impact Study South Downs National Park, Tourism South East

Sussex Tourism Partnership  Blue Sail, Sussex Tourism Partnership
Future Direction, Priorities & Governance 2008 

Sussex Tourism Partnership Strategic Plan 2009-2013 Sussex Tourism Partnership

Comparative Cambridge Model Data for West Sussex Authorities Tourism South East

Chichester 2011 Economic Impact Findings VisitChichester

Economic Impact Report 2014 Chichester Festival Theatre

Destination Management Plan 2011-2015 Chichester & District VisitChichester

West Sussex Cultural Strategy 2011-2014 West Sussex County Council

Adur & Worthing Hotel & Visitor Accommodation Futures Dec 13 Hotel Solutions, Adur & Worthing Council

Adur Tourism Economic Impact Estimates 2013 Tourism South East, Adur District Council

Tourism Marketing Plan 2014 Adur & Worthing Council

Tourism Vision Action Plan 2013-2015 Adur & Worthing Council

Worthing & Adur Visitor Segmentation 2010 Adur & Worthing Council, Together Agency

Worthing & Adur Visitor Guide Conversion Report 2012 & 2013 Carrier Direct, Customer Maze, Adur & Worthing Council

Worthing Tourism Economic Impact Estimates 2013 Tourism South East, Worthing Borough Council

West Sussex Independent Economic Commission Report Jan 2014 Shared Intelligence
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ANNEX III
Tables and figures

Domestic Overnight Tourism Trends for England 2006-2013
 

All Trips (Millions) 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2013 vs 2012

Trips 100.872 99.127 94.782 102.249 95.503 104.280 104.458 101.756 -3%

Bednights 304.934 304.061 292.814 310.077 284.992 306.806 310.193 297.199 -4%

Expenditure £15,901 £16,135 £16,079 £17,016 £15,842 £17,914 £19,497 £18,710 -4%

Inbound Tourism Trends for England 2006-2013
 

All Trips (Millions) 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2013 vs 2012

Trips 27.586 27.794 27.291 25.402 25.659 26.753 26.802 28.602 +7%

Bednights 235.319 218.145 215.589 198.558 197.243 208.164 203.067 216.975 +7%

Expenditure £13,793 £13,812 £14,272 £14,426 £14,620 £15,657 £16,292 £18,397 +13%

Source: VisitEngland – Great Britain Tourism Survey

Source: Office for National Statistics – International Passenger Survey
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Distribution of Domestic Staying Visitors and Spend by English Region (2013)
 

Destination – Region  Trips (millions) Trips (%) Spend (£ millions) Spend (%)

Total England  101.76 100% £18,710 100%

West Midlands  9.02 9% £1,318 7%

East of England  8.96 9% £1,415 8%

East Midlands  7.90 8% £1,103 6%

London  12.31 12% £2,793 15%

North West  13.98 14% £2,458 13%

North East  3.90 4% £749 4%

South East  17.93 18% £2,648 14%

South West  19.40 19% £4,291 23%

Yorkshire & the Humber  10.01 10% £1,792 10%

Domestic Staying Trips and Spend in England Trip Purpose (2013)
 

Trip Purpose  Trips (millions) Trips (%) Spend (£ millions) Spend (%)

Total England  101.76 100% £18,710 100%

Holidays  44.93 44% £10,463 56%

Holidays 1-3 nights  29.58 29% £5,643 30%

Holidays 4-7 nights  13.13 13% £3,918 21%

Holidays 8+ nights  2.21 2% £901 5%

Visits to Friends and Relatives (VFR) 38.19 38% £4,078 22%

Business  15.12 15% £3,655 20%

Source: VisitEngland – Great Britain Tourism Survey

Source: VisitEngland – Great Britain Tourism Survey
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VisitCornwall

Coverage  
County of Cornwall 

Funding 
 
Cornwall County Council which had 
been funding to an approximate level 
of £0.85m p.a. has announced that it is 
withdrawing up to 38% of funding from 
the parent company Cornwall  
Development Company (about £1.1m) 
and that this may remove all public  
subsidy for VisitCornwall from 1/4/15.
 
This represents about 2/3 of the total 
VisitCornwall funding which totals around 
£1.2m – the rest coming from commercial 
activity, membership and project income.

VisitCornwall and CCC are currently 
reviewing how to preserve tourism activity 
via a new model. 

Brand 
 
VisitCornwall does not appear to have 
a defined Brand or Brand toolkit that is 
accessible to stakeholders and businesses. 

The marque below is used for tourism 
activity and a separate marque exists for 
the economic development activity of 
Cornwall Development Company which 
in fact is used to highlight a differenti-
ated offer for Cornwall that is more than 
‘just being a destination for visitors’. No 
wider narrative or toolkit appears to exist 
though there is significant research into 
consumer perceptions. 

Organisation & Establishment 
  
VisitCornwall is the tourism service  
for Cornwall operated by Cornwall  
Development Company, a Cornwall  
Council controlled company.
 
There is a Head of Service (Malcolm Bell) 
and there is no private sector board for 
the service. 

Activity 
 
VisitCornwall focusses its activity  
around its website, PR, other marketing  
campaigns including guides and  
undertakes research.
 
It also operates a membership function  
to support its membership base.
 
The website and related social media and 
digital activity functions well and is seen 
as a key asset by members. 

Target Markets 
 
Not defined but VisitCornwall has  
undertaken research into audiences using 
the Arkenford model and it is understood 
that targeted activity reflects the  
opportunities identified by this study

http://www.visitcornwall.com/sites/ 
default/files/generic_files/Arkenford 
%20-%20Generating%20Strategic%20
Insight%20for%20Cornwall.pdf 

Themes 

Food & Drink, Activity & Outdoors, 
Relaxation & Spas as well as Attractions 
dominate messages put across. 

Performance 

Key performance indicators are  
identified in the 2014 Strategy and 
include measures for Staying Visitors, 
Seasonal Distribution, Bed Nights, Spend, 
Employment and Private Sector leverage. 

Private Sector Involvement 

VisitCornwall secures private sector 
support through membership with rates 
for members ranging between about 
£90 and £700 for larger attractions and 
accommodation.

They also obtain funds from private sector 
businesses who support email campaigns 
and other ad hoc marketing activity. 

Other 

VisitCornwall has a dominant presence 
online with over 3m users per annum. 
While there are other sites (http://www.
cornwall-online.co.uk/) that try to reach 
these markets www.visitcornwall.com 
remains dominant.

ANNEX IV 
Destination case studies
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Shakespeare’s England

Coverage  
Stratford-Upon-Avon, Warwick, Royal 
Leamington Spa, Kenilworth and  
surrounding areas.
 

Funding 
 
Stratford-upon-Avon District and Warwick 
District each commit £75k p.a. for 3 years 
initially (starting Oct 2013).

Total budget for the DMO is £0.3m  
of which private sector partners  
contribute 50%

Brand 
 
‘Shakespeare’s England’. A clear and  
distinctive proposition that has national 
and international recognition. Logo is 
scripted in a combination of ancient and 
modern script. There is no graphic beyond 
the text nor a toolkit that emphasises  
the narrative.

Organisation & Establishment 
  
Former South Warwickshire Tourism 
(trading as Shakespeare Country) folded 
in 2010 when district council funding 
ended and the brand and website were 
bought by a consortium who continue to 
trade it. This coincided with the demise 
of the RDAs which also provided financial 
support to tourism structures in the area.
Tourism Forum first established of  
interested parties made up of private and 
public sector organisations who wanted  
to consider how to promote area. Both 
Warwick DC and Stratford-upon-Avon  
DC had tourism strategies that indicated 
a need to establish a DMO/entity  
and found that there were benefits in 
co-operating.

Tourism Forum elected a Destination 
Steering Group who established the entity 
as a formal Destination Management 
Organisation (Oct 2013) and secured  
the Brand Identity from the RSC and 
Shakespeare Birthplace Trust (who had 
already been using it).

Board consists of 12 members made up 
of the two District Councils, RSC, Warwick 
Castle (Merlin), Shakespeare Birthplace 
Trust, Birmingham Airport, English 
Heritage, Eden Hotel Collection, Bicester 
Village, Morethan PR, Stratforward BID, 
Menzies Hotels and observer status for 
the National Trust. Chaired by David  
Collins, Head of Marketing at the RSC.
Warwickshire County Council are also 
supportive as are VisitEngland.

Tourism Forum for all stakeholders and 
other members (approx. 100 to date). 

Activity 
 
In its first full year the DMO has been 
active undertaking the creation of a  
Destination Management Plan (in 
progress) and core activity has been: the 
launch and development of the website 
http://shakespeares-england.co.uk/ 

Many of the partners see international 
marketing as a key area of co-operation 
and attendance at trade shows,  
exhibitions and support for overseas  
press activity can be done on behalf of all 
partners by any one of the main partners.

Starting to capture and report impact  
and research studies to evidence  
overall direction of travel and sector 
performance.

Main activities include: VisitEngland 
consumer campaigns; Tactical marketing, 
consumer direct marketing and theatre 
advertising; Reciprocal marketing with 
partners; Domestic and International 
Trade Shows; Social media development;
Press and pr.

Future activity includes looking at  
Business Tourism 

Target Markets 
 
Not defined but relates to Shakespeare 
audiences so strong in N America, Far 
East as well as domestic audiences  
spanning most demographics. 

Themes 

Heritage, Family, Culture, Romantic 
Breaks, Shakespeare 450, Countryside, 
Shopping, Seasonal (Halloween,  
Christmas), River Cruises, Rainy Days 

Performance 

Key performance indicator is ‘Partner 
Satisfaction’ with the DMO. No  
measurement of web traffic for example 
as key PI as private sector partners track 
their own performance. Rather than this 
being a DMO foisted on the private sector 
it is a DMO born out of the private sector 
and therefore satisfying the partners 
interests is seen as key. 

Private Sector Involvement 

Royal Shakespeare Co. has an annual 
marketing budget of £5.1m. Birmingham 
Airport and Shakespeare Trust also have 
sizeable though undisclosed marketing 
budgets. In most cases it is not the  
provision of funds to the DMO that are 
seen as the key benefits but the adoption 
of the branding and the amplification of 
the marketing of Shakespeare’s England 
by these major providers.

Currently 100 partners at end of  
1st year of operation.

Fees for partnership range from £99 for a 
small B&B to £800 for a large attraction 
and £950 for a 100+ bedrooms hotel. 

Other 

There are a dozen or so competing sites 
including http://www.shakespeare- 
country.co.uk/advertise.aspx
http://www.stratford-upon-avon.co.uk/ 

Robin Tjoll, Chief Exec 

Need the private sector to drive the 
public sector support not the other way 
around. Public sector less likely to walk 
away from something which businesses 
say they want.

Need politicians who are switched  
onto tourism and recognise the practical 
benefits in working beyond their  
authority boundaries.

Sometimes need to hit rock bottom 
(which is what happened on Stratford) 
and for there to be nothing there before 
everyone realises its value and starts to 
recreate it (in hopefully a new and more 
sustainable model)
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Big Weekend: campaign aimed  
at local residents

VFR: Micro site  
www.wishyouwereinkent.co.uk

Frontline Kent: dedicated microsite  
www.frontlinekent.co.uk

Magna Carta 800: June 2015
Cruise Partnership

Golf Partnership
 

Performance 

Pooling resources and facilitating  
effective collaboration has enabled Visit 
Kent “to punch above its weight”.

Tourism contributes £3.4bn to the Kent 
and Medway economy and supports 
more than 64,000 jobs (2012). Research 
showed that in the past five years the 
number of day visitors to Kent rose by 9% 
and the number of jobs has risen by 8%. 
However, overnight visitor numbers have 
only increased by 2%

Thanet DC believes that VK provides 
excellent value for money. 

Kent Contemporary, Visit Kent’s London 
advertising campaign (above and below 
ground) has generated a return on  
investment of 86:1 worth and an  
additional £15m to the local economy.

Private Sector Involvement 

The private sector membership offer 
includes: standard or the higher level 
Investor Partner. 

Other 

Visit Kent wants to be a ‘leader’ in the use 
of new technology to attract more visitors 
to its rural areas. As part of the Interreg 
Channel Programme COOL, Visit Kent is 
investigating ways of using technology 
trends, which will help them attract more 
visitors, develop a quality experience and 
improve satisfaction ratings. 

Also a partner in the Proximity Cluster 
(funded under the Interreg Iva 2 Seas 
Programme. Key research activity is to 
support and empower tourism providers 
to develop innovative products, services 
and packages for near-by markets that 
were locally distinctive. Phase 2 will pilot 
different business support approaches to 
see which methods will deliver the locally 
distinctive products and services needed 
to attract near-by markets.

Visit Kent

Coverage  
Kent and Medway 

Funding 
 
Public/private sector partnership  
supported by KCC, Medway Council, the 
District and Borough Councils and the 
leading private sector tourism businesses. 
Visit Kent is the DMO for the county and 
is responsible for supporting and growing 
the visitor economy. 

Total budget 2014-15 is £1.9m, which  
includes private sector in-kind support. 
KCC provide 3 Year core funding  
(renewed in 2014).

Local authority core funding is £5k per 
annum (Thanet’s contribution).

Private sector funding through  
‘Membership benefits’ scheme, which is 
dependent on investor.

In addition to core funding, partners 
contribute to various campaigns. Thanet 
commits most of its £20k marketing 
spend through VK. They think it provides 
real value for money (“We get so much 
more out of VK than TSE”). 

VK has brought partners together to 
apply / secure various funding bids; 
successful in securing European funding 
via Interreg 

Brand 
 
The area has a strong tourism product 
with rich heritage, areas of outstanding 
beauty, iconic coastline, quality local  
produce and a vibrant cultural and  
arts offer.

Visitor perception research commissioned 
(2012/13) to test and develop Kent, the 
Garden of England campaign. Diverse set 
of perceptions: “it is the garden of  
England”; “long and rich heritage”,  
“proximity to the continent”. 

Kent Contemporary is VK annual brand 
campaign, which aims to reposition the 
destination as the Garden of England for 
the 21st century, building on awareness 
of what the county and its core heritage 
strengths has to offer, whilst being able  
to “surprise and delight” in new ways. 

Organisation & Establishment 
  
Visit Kent formed in 2002 and over  
the last 12 years has developed a  
collaborative approach in order to fund  
its operation. 

KCC instrumental in establishing the 
organisation and has continued to provide 
core funding for its operation. Significant 
buy-in from local authorities and the 
leading private sector tourism businesses. 

Activity 
 
As well as destination management, also 
provides a number of other websites and 
services, including:

• Visit Kent Business
• Travel Trade
• Visit Kent Cruise
• Kent Greeters
• Kent Conference Bureau

Clear focus on marketing, specifically 
defining the place making agenda for  
the county. Visit Kent also offers tourism 
businesses access to a specific business- 
business support network, delivered 
from the Quality Programme team. Also 
provides a monthly Business Barometer 
to track how the Kent tourism industry 
is performing. Other activities include 
networking events, B2B website etc.

It has influenced the recognition of 
tourism in key planning, regeneration and 
economic development strategies and 
takes a proactive role in securing hotel  
investment, supporting the growing  
cultural and leisure offer, getting  
improvements in infrastructure and  
signage management. 

Target Markets 
 
Kent is a geographically well defined  
area and research demonstrates that  
it is clearly understood by its residents, 
its businesses and visitors with a strong 
sense of place and identity.  

Target markets:

Domestic, with a focus on Kent residents, 
VFR market and Londoners (and those 
visiting the capital)

Near Europeans (France, Belgium,  
Netherlands and Germany)

Overseas Visitor Day Trips out of London 
(looking for that quintessential English 
experience)

Media
Travel Trade
2/3 hour drive time of the county. 

Campaigns/Themes 

Manages and delivers a number of brand, 
tactical and niche campaigns:

Kent Contemporary: July-September,  
48 sheets across stations in London

European marketing: Near Europe 
campaign (SEACO and COOL Interreg 
programmes)

2for1 Campaign in partnership  
with transport providers  
(www.visitkent.co.uk/offers)
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Visit Norfolk

Coverage  
Norfolk County. (Kings Lynn & West  
Norfolk, North Norfolk, Broadland,  
Norwich, Great Yarmouth, Breckland, 
South Norfolk. (Note: the Visit Norfolk 
website divides the area into the  
following: Brecks and Thetford Forest, 
Norfolk Broads, Greater Yarmouth, 
North Norfolk, Norwich, South Norfolk & 
Waveney Valley, West Norfolk & The Fens)
 

Funding 
 
Currently funded through a £200,000 
30-month 9£80k per year contract 
with Norfolk County Council (£40k per 
year) and New Anglia Local Enterprise 
Partnership (£40k per year). This covers 
fixed costs and the website. Currently in 
negotiations to secure funding from  
April 2015. The original aim was for 
VisitNorfolk to become self –financing 
by April 2015, but now VisitNorfolk has 
agreed for an incremental reduction in 
funding over the next three years after 
which Norfolk County Council will  
contribute to the marketing pot.  The 
marketing pot is around £44pa paid into 
by five of the county’s seven districts and 
public/private sector DMOs. So we have  
a ‘pay to play’ Board and a marketing 
panel to use that money. 
 
Visit Norfolk has made around £50k in 
advertising revenue in the last year, which 
will go against fixed costs in future. The 
website was new in June 2013 and after 

an initial drop it is now getting record 
users and page impressions. 

Brand 
 
Recent research has shown that there 
was a low level of awareness of Norfolk 
and that it was viewed as a ‘middle of the 
road’ destination that was not good at 
promoting its uniqueness. It is recognised 
as being ‘flat’ but it does not promote this 
as an advantage for walking and cycling, 
for example.  It was also perceived to 
have poor transport links. 

Organisation & Establishment 
  
Visit Norfolk has fourteen partner  
organisations: Borough of Kings Lynn and 
West Norfolk, The Broads Authority (A 
National Park), Broads Tourism (DMO), 
Greater Yarmouth Tourism and Business  
Improvement Area Company (BID/
DMO), New Anglia LEP, Norfolk County 
Council, Norfolk Attractions Association 
(DMO), North Norfolk District Council, 
Norwich City Council, South Norfolk 
District Council, Swaffham & District 
Tourism Association (DMO), Visit Norwich 
(DMO), Visit North Norfolk Coast (DMO) 
and Countryside, Where to Go in North 
Norfolk (DMO). 

In 2011 Norfolk was searching for a new 
financially independent structure for 
Norfolk Tourism (the countywide strategic 
tourism partnership). Previously, Norfolk 
County Council had focused on strategic 

management and the districts retained 
control of marketing activity. South  
Norfolk Council’s Leader identified  
synergies between New Anglia LEP’s 
(NALEP) ambitions for tourism and the 
local authorities’ need to find a new way 
to develop and promote the sector. 

An in-principle agreement was reached 
between local authorities that resulted  
in Norfolk County Council and NALEP 
jointly fund a contract for strategic  
tourism services in the county, with the 
districts managing business engagement 
and commissioning promotional and 
product development services to meet 
local needs. NALEP and Norfolk County 
Council jointly fund a 30-month, £200k 
strategic tourism contract delivered by 
Visit East Anglia, which also delivers  
tourism marketing services for Suffolk’s 
local authorities. Visit East Anglia hosts 
Visit Norfolk – the county’s strategic 
tourism partnership – and, through that  
partnership, the districts commission 
marketing and other related services from 
Visit East Anglia. This provides economies 
of scale and greater scope whilst allowing 
local control and responsiveness. 

Activity 
 
The VisitNorfolk website is organised  
under six themes: Inspire, Explore, Things 
to Do, What’s On, Food & Drink and 
Where to Stay. Focus is on diversity: “the 
best and most diverse county tourism 
offering in the country”.  

Its ‘About Norfolk’ page initially focuses 
on what it expects people to know about 
Norfolk: Alan Partridge, Norfolk Broads, 
its flatness, Sandringham and Admiral 
Lord Nelson. It strongly emphasises its 
Royal connections.  It also emphasises its 
‘bucket and spade’ and coastal dimension, 
its local food & drink, its proximity to 
London, its city assets (Norwich) and it 
claims to be the ‘sunniest/driest’ county 
in the UK.  

The Current campaign is films on Visit 
Britain TV http://visitbritain.tv/en/ 
channel/53/visit-norfolk and the next 
one will be about the final dualling of the 
A11 into Norfolk for which Visit Norfolk 
has secured £110k of funding (part  
public, part private).

Everything works goes back to growing 
website audience – campaigns, social  
media etc. Visit Norfolk produces a 
monthly trade e-newsletter to around 
3,600 business and monthly consumer 
e-newsletter to 80,000 (it sells strips of 
ads and is a good revenue generator). It 
spends money on new photography and 
research (volume and value, quarterly 
business confidence monitors and has  
just commissioned some new perceptions  
research, which is the first Norfolk  
tourism research for six years). Campaigns 
include a There’s Nowhere Like Norfolk 
ad on ITV digital last December (520,000 
impressions of a non-skippable ad), the 
Visit Britain TV campaign above and the 
coming A11. 

Target Markets 
 
2/3 hour drive time of the county. There 
is a lot of potential in the local domestic 
market before going further (Visit Britain 
has a significant English audience). The 
text on the website is available in eleven 
different languages in addition to English: 
Chinese (simplified); Chinese (traditional); 
Spanish., German, French, Polish, Russian, 
Hindi, Italian, Japanese and Dutch. 

Themes 

Arts & Culture, Big Sky, Families,  
History & Heritage, Festivals, Coast, Rainy 
Days, My Norfolk, Norfolk Coast, Seven 
Wonders, 100 Things to Do; Birdwatching, 
Boating, Churches & Cathedrals, Cycling, 
Fishing, Golf, Railways, Walking, Where  
to see the Seals. 

Performance 

On the one hand, this is measured by 
driving commercial revenue to offset fixed 
costs and therefore secure VN’s future, 
on the other – website, website, website, 
changing the perception of Norfolk (flat, 
dull, boring) and raising awareness of the 
county’s year round visitor economy and 
trying to turn day trippers (30 million a 
year) into stay visitors. 

Private Sector Involvement 

VistNorwich provides an advertising 
service aimed at local businesses. This 
includes ‘Gold’ Listings to ‘Bronze’ listings, 
which start from £72 for DMO members. 
Private sector representatives are  
members of constituent DMOs, including:

• Visit Norwich has 150 members, with 
annual membership rates from £105 (ex 
vat) to £390 (exc vat). Business Partner 
Membership is £2,100 and Destination 
Partner Membership is £5,000.

• Greater Yarmouth Tourist Authority has 
recently become the Greater Yarmouth 
Tourism and Business Improvement Area 
Company and is now a Business Improve-
ment District (BiD), which is expected 
to raise £500k per year. The five year 
BiD Business Plan allocates £1.6m to 
marketing, promotion and events; £400k 
to improving access;  £250k to facilities 
and maintenance; and £150k to business 
support.  The BiD is negotiating to retain 
its £350k annual budget from Great 
Yarmouth Borough Council

• Broads Tourism 2012/13 Membership 
rates ranged from £50-£200 per annum.
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